Book 109 Reminisces of Old Timers regarding old Businesses
This book is not finished. Please send your reminisces to wecare@dogoodforall.today
Sources are given if known. Many fotos are taken by myself such as the one below. Many came
from Facebook but folks often do not give the source. If you know or are the photographer
please contact me and I will gladly give you credit. Since my books are educational and given
away for free there is no income from these and no royalties. And for all of you who use my
pictures freely all I ask is mention my website which most of you don't even bother to do. I see
pictures that I spent hours saving and retouching so that they are nice, online and in print often.
All I ask is just credit dogoodforall.today as the source. If the photographer is known I will
gladly give credit. Enjoy this educational book. Sincerely Professor Wesley Arnold
What business was this sign
from? Is located on 4891 9
Mile and Bierman in Warren
Very early businesses included: stage lines,
cutting trees, general store, taverns, fishing on
the creeks, hunting, selling the meat, and
sawmills.
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Settlers would girdle trees and cut others down for log cabins which took an average of 50-70
trees to make each cabin. But sawmills made several boards from each tree so it took less wood
to make a house from boards. Early settlers needed a source for supplies and went to Detroit.
Later general stores opened up locally. Local taverns soon opened. Brewers and millers opened.
Blacksmiths and Tin smiths made items that were needed. Soon wagon makers were needed.
Before 1860 there were few other than basic needs businesses and workers.

Wm Leroy black smith family on Van Dyke
Buchel's store on Van Dyke
This was a father and son business. When the rail roads went thru there were several employed
at various jobs.
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Need Center Line and Warren area fotos.
Ships were used to get settlers
to Michigan and later for
recreation. Many of these big
boats were like floating ornate
fancy hotels.

I have included their names of the reminiscers. Note in my Book 13 starting on
page 1301 a Warren-Center Line Area business phone book listing 3000 plus
entries plus the Yellow Pages section showing businesses from that time with
address and phone number. If there is no reminiscer quoted it is most usually my
comment especially the first words of an entry. If I missed someone please contact
me so I can give you credit. I am making effort to quote sources if they are other
than common public sources and common knowledge. I have removed my name
from most since I am the most common reminiscer to save space, and since I am
not interested in selling my work as it is given to all of you and to future
generations for free. Just to set the record straight I am an old man whose sole
purpose is to compile and preserve our local history and our American Way of Life
and to promote a code of conduct for all humans of “Bring no harm to another by
your actions or inaction.”
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Historically the very first businesses were the Indian traders, This began some
11,000 years ago. Of note were members of the Hopewell culture who had trade
dealings as far south as Mexico. This was followed by European traders. Then in
the 1800s by land speculators, farmers, taverns, general stores, lumber dealers such
as the Groesbecks and lawyers such as the Groesbecks. The reminisces evolve.
Those who lived during the late 1800s told about their experiences then.

A
ABC Warehouse 8561 10 Mile Road in the old Walker Brewery building. It was founded in
1963 by Gordon Hartunian, and operates 43 stores in Michigan, Ohio and Indiana. From the late
90s to the late 2000s, ABC featured their founder Gordon "Gordy" Hartunian in a series of ads
called "Gordyisms".
ABC VAN TEN Market 25010 Van Dyke was here in1943. We think it started in the late 1920s
as a produce stand. See Van Ten.
A & P Grocery Store 22800 Van Dyke was here in 1939 since they started 1859 in New York
City The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company probably had a store here in the 1920s.
Jim Milewski Actually, Balkan Hall is the old A&P July 15, 2013 at 7:09am ·
John Grates Used to watch the trucks unload into the side door of the A&P across the street from
that place. Red trucks that had names on the doors Henry Vroom and Sons. Thought that was a
cool name for a trucking company.
Ace Bar 25617 Van Dyke was here in the1950s
Alabi Bar Old timers told me it had a dirt floor and a stable out back. Dates from the 1920s.
All Star Comics Still on Van Dyke in the Vicinity of Toepfher? Yea not very neat place but the
guy is also an oldtime radio buff with many old radios in there.
Al's Market 11357 08 Mile there in the 1950s
Amber House since 1949
to Amber House in 1972

7012 09 Mile Started as Silver Crown Ballroom in 1949 changed

American Variety Stores 5-$5 22912 Van Dyke Was here in 1939, and 1950
Amy Joy Donuts popular donut shop
Ann's Gallery at 121/2 30001 Mound opened before 1943 One could see the wildcat foxes and
other animals. Ann's was a favorate eating place in the 1940s
Appliance stores started at first with general stores, then hardware stores then to entire stores
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dedicated just to appliances. Edison sold some appliances at first also. George Rinke had an
appliance store then there were others. One best seller was the washing machine.

Clothes were hung outside on a clothes line held up by
poles. Some people still do and claim the clothes smell better.

A & W Root Beer 21601 Van Dyke Laura Speegle stated I
worked at an A & W on Van Dyke in Warren, I was a car hop.
When we started we wore roller skates but after lots of glass
breakage and hard to hire employees, The owner stopped the
roller skates but we still waited on cars. I was 16, so it must have
been 78. It then became a "Great Root Beer Stand" before it
closed.
Arlan's Department Store was the big store before Kmart,
Walmart, Target. Was founded in 1945. http://www.newbedfordguide.com/arlans-departmentst…
Army Recruiting Center was in the Old Robinsins Department Store building at 25537 Van
Dyke north of Engleman on the west side. Robinson's had become a laundromat and later karate
school,
Arnold's Soda Fountain Pharmacy
Kay Rutherford Sikora stated I used to go to the original Arnold's (Mr. Arnold was the
pharmacist and owned the store.) It was on the s/w corner of Anita & Mack in Grosse Pte.
Woods. Anita is the 1st block north of Vernier. He even had a soda fountain where you could get
hot fudge sundaes for 20¢. We used to call and they would deliver them, but they were 25¢ each
for that. We would usually order 2 or 3. Gone are the days.
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Auto repair there were and are hundreds

B
B&B Groceries (Beth & Beckwith) Now
Italian Village ( which was across Van
Dyke and over by Menge Since that
burned down)
Back in the 1940s they had penny candy,
Ice cream for 5¢, Coke or Pepsi 5¢, penny
bubble gum. They paid 2¢ for bottles so
we could bring in bottles to buy the above
items.
Diane Rhadigan Sauger stated B&B was
owned by the Beckwith family, who later
moved to the UP Dale Beckwith went to
Busch and Center Line for one year
Mary Walters-Manzella stated I lived three houses from this store! When I was really little, it
was run by Joe, with the big German Shepherd. Teen years, it was run by a guy named Eric. The
meat market next to it was Samara's. My folks spent a bundle there feeding 8 kids!
Bev Minko Karjala stated I went there when I was a kid. Use to go get Pepsi Cola for my dad. It
was bottles in a six pack. The owners you to live on the corner or Menge and Arsenal. Use to by
penny candy there. Loved those pixie sticks. Marian Arnott stated I remember the ole wooden
floors – crreeekkie
Wesley Arnold Joe was always kind to us. The guy who bought out Italian Village now owns it.
He is trying to find some history on that place North on Van Dyke which had a big walk in
frozen food locker where people rented lockers when we wee too poor to own our own freezer.
Brenda Stanley stated It was Owned by the Beckwiths. Dale was in my class '63.
Patty V. Liptak-Winowski stated B&B was first
owned by brothers, Bob and Art.
Barber Shops still getting info
The earliest was at at Millers cafe on Centre
line Road (yes spelled correctly for that time)
In Center Line there was a Mike in shack near
Schoensee market He charged $1.25
Grimes Barber Shop since c1920s there in
1943 at 5966 Chicago Rd.
HiLo Clipper building built in 1956 by Al
Toosonian, sold to Tony Amato in 1966, Bill
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started in 1970 Bill bought it in 1991. Hi-Lo Clipper next to the Center Line post office Bill and
Dillon barbers. They have been there for years.
Morris' Barber Shop 21747 Van Dyke since 1939
Jim Sypniewski stated:My dad worked part time at hi lo clipper he hunted with cliff for ever
Rick White I was paying $5.00 in 1972.
Johnny's Barber Shop Toupee Ser 31100 Hoover in 1991 John D Wolak
Henry Gardner Central Barber Shop 25520 Van Dyke there in 1939 at Central
Ross' Barber Shop 25305 Van Dyke there in 1943
Vern's Barber Shop 22644 Van Dyke there in 1939
Robert Nowicki stated: My parents, mostly my mom were friends with Fred Sammara and his
wife a son. My Mother went to the Beauty shop behind Hi-Low Clipper.
Vals Barber shop at ford and VD
Pat Goner Michalski My father owned Joe's Barber Shop on the corner of Chicago Road and
Ryan Road (near the Wish-U-Well Bar) from 1956 or 1957 until he sold it in the early 70s. The
barbershop was still there when I drove by a couple of years ago.
Baseline Feed Store 21015 Van
Dyke c1920?-present. They have
Pet food, wild bird seed and pet
supplies. Very old store the same as
it was in the 1920s.
Base Line Recreation 21055 Van
Dyke was there in 1943
Bea's Grill 25046 Van Dyke was
there in 1950
Mike Grobbel stated: Bea's Grill was located just north of
Homer's CenterLine Drugs. The streetcar turnaround loop
was located there until the tracks were torn out in 1932.
Bella Motel 26257 Van Dyke 44 units were Owned by
Felice and Lucy Palombo. At first there were little cabins
there around the house. Wes Arnold stated I lived on
Lillian and remember they kept adding newer sections.
Tom Thomas stated: The Bella Motel is where the Crest
Ford Dealer is and the house on the property used be the
Thuet home. Gary Thuet and went to St Clement together.
The Motel was built around the Thuet home.
Mike Grobbel stated: The Bella Motel had two guests who never "checked out". It was the scene
of a fatal fire in 1964 and again in 1967. [source" Patrick O'Lear's " The History of the CLFD 1926 to 1980"] Mike Grobbel adds Regarding those fatal fires, there's an old firefighter's
saying: "Smoke in bed and you'll wake up in Hot Springs!"
Ben Franklin Dept Stores 21853 Van Dyke in 1954 near Stanley's Federated Dept Store
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21847 Van Dyke in 1939, 1950
Berlin Pharmacy 4859 9 mile Rd

Binson's Pharmacy was located on Van Dyke in 1953 Moved to a newer building about 1957
then moved to a Bigger building on 11 Mile Road and then opened up several other locations in
other cities.
Where was this bird Cage? Hint it was inside a long building.
Blacksmiths Most recent William Leroy and Son
William located on Van Dyke
older days Tharrett edwin 33 blacksmith p48-588 1880
Cline Peter 26 BLACKSMITH page 575-22 1880
Mason Judson C 46 blacksmith p49-589 1880 later made
buggys opened implement store
Mathwews Jackson 36 blacksmith p49-589 1880
Mcgill or McCall Frank 47 wagon maker p49-589 1880

Burger Chef 11549 E. 9 Mile Rd. Later Hardee's until ca. 1997, now Five Star Coney Island
other locations were 4024 E. 9 Mile Rd. Later Hardee's, then Zorba's, then Omlet House
29030 Van Dyke Later Hardee's, now Tim Hortons
31121 Schoenherr Later Gus's Palace (1991 listing), then Four Seasons Cafe, torn down for
CVS/pharmacy
Bur-Lers Variety Store 4130 09 Mile
C1950s-2015 Wesley Arnold stated: This is
one of the few old time stores left and they are
still open since the 1950s at that same
location. A lot of people like them and many
do not know about them. Take your
grandchildren there and enjoy. Dime candy
now.

Bike Shops in Center Line Area Waldens,
Joe's and East Side Bike Shop 26210 by McKinley on Van Dyke
Waldens was at the back of a driveway by the old Spirlicks Funeral home which was near Berks
dime Store.
Joes was on East side of Van Dyke a block north of 9 Mile next to Handy hardware.
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East Side Bike Shop 26210 Van Dyke at McKinley run by a nice old guy Denny Norman
Tim Briere stated: One of my favorite places in Center Line, was the bike repair garage on the
alley behind VanDyke. Always full of cool decals, pedals and reflectors to make your bike
special. Dozens of bikes would be lined up with a repair tag, and I couldn't wait until my bike
was fixed. Mike Grobbel stated:It was Walden's bike shop. From the 1950 CL phone book:
Albert Walden, 7420 Voerner,
Biff's
Nancy O'Neal stated:The place on the corner of 11 & Van Duke
was a restaurant, not a drive-in.......called Biff's.
Big Boy Drive ins and Restaurants were all over the area.
Closest to us was on Van Dyke S of 9 Mile. They had speakers
on poles and you could call in your order. The waitresses
brought the food out on trays that were attached to your car
window.
Remember the Jukebox Music selectors in local cafes

Bi-Lo was located on 10 Mile across
from Center line City Hall was the
former Kroger Grocery Store. Mike
Grobbel stated: Back then "Bi-Lo"
was a Kroger subsidiary. Kroger
closed some of their stores and reopened them under the "Bi-Lo"
name. Basically all they did to
convert them was to change the signs and paint the exterior of the building a hideous yellow.
Bob's Market on 10 Mile and Comfort....Bob's Market? .
Brays Hamburgers on nine mile at Dequindre They had sliders. As we got older quit going
there as they had no bathroom for customers and at our age we sometimes need one.
Brickleys Dairy Store on the east side of Van Dyke by Wolf Hardware
Fred Hingst stated: Brickley's had Three half gallons of milk in glass bottles for $1.00. Used to
transport them in a wire type basket. Tricky on a bike for sure !
John Anthony Torres stated: My poor Mom would buy about 11 gallons a week for me and my
three brothers and sis. She would always let me drive, I think I was 14 then.
Wes Arnold: They had those little ice cream cups with the wooden spoon 5¢
Brown Bros. Dairy on west side of Van Dyke near Amy Joy Donuts. They had great ice cream.
Berk's Dime Store on west side of Van Dyke between Gronow and Vernor. They had the many
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small items, some clothing some fabrics but the favorite of everyone was the penny candy.
Wes Arnold: The correct name was
“Center Line 5¢ to $1.00 Store” in 1950
at 25537 Van Dyke.
Old Man Berk was very kind to me. I
think his son took it over and that is the
Berk you young folks remember. Bought
a lot of things there. He had a lot of useful
items. Bought paint, some tools etc. He had clothing in a center aisle. Always had a sales lady
in front at penny candy counter and a lady in middle aisle both who watched the kids like hawks
probably with good reason. Ordered confetti from him when I was a Wedding Photographer.
Gave me a good price for a case. He often took his lunch in the laundry mat next door just to
have a place to sit down and get away for a few minutes. Another man managed it for him when
he got sick but eventually it closed. Anyway for many kids it was a favorite happy place. Lots of
candy and just fun to look over the many interesting items all affordable.
Tim Smith stated: They sponsored a little league team that I played on.
Mike Grobbel adds: that Berk's 5 and 10 cent Store" In this 1962 photo, (see link below) the
former Lefevre/Theut/Van/Loose Drug Store on the corner of Gronow is vacant. Next to it is
Sam Robinson's Department Store, then the steam bath (formerly the Dueweke family home, it
later became the William Sperlich Funeral Parlor), Berk's 5 and 10 Cent Store and finally the
Pride Cleaners at the corner of Voerner. http://centerline.grobbel.org/.../robinsons_dept_store...
Gary Vigneau stated: Berkes dime store turned into a karate place next to a spa west side of street
gronow and van dyke
Tom Thomas stated: Burk's was Van Dyke and Voerner one store south of the Tatoo Place. Ford's
Funeral Home was Next door south then Robinson's Department store and on the north west
corner of Gronow was the original Binson Drugstore. on the South West corner was Al Gietzen's
Gas Station.
Cheryl Dumas stated: I remember Burkes 5 & 10 cent store. My parents would take us there to
shop for x mas presents for the family, or for birthday presents for friends. I also went to the
clock restaurant, it was a great place to meet up with friends, and listen to the music boxes.
Bodega Steak House was on west side of Van Dyke and Engelman Northwest corner.
Dan Paddock stated: Before that it was Vic's bar on the corner.
Wes Arnold stated: They had great food and stakes. They hired me to take pictures and I got
paid in money. They were so happy with the pictures that they gave myself and wife dinner in
which we could order anything (we chose Filet mi-on) and any wine we wanted even most
expensive. Problem was we didn't know an expensive wine from grape juice as I gave up
alcohol in the US Army. So we had Pepsi.
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Bowling lanes Ma
Zotts Center Line
lanes Celanes had
10 lanes at 25325
Van Dyke
These were all the
same place. The
next closest was
Pastime lanes on
7580 9 Mile Road
just west of Van
Dyke which was
much bigger. Later
on in the 1960s
came the big local
bowling alleys like
Pampa Lanes 31925 Van Dyke the biggest with 40 lanes, Bonanza , Bronko 32 lanes, Regal34
lanes, Motor City Lanes at 8 mile and Sherwood had rooms to rent upstairs. Now it has been
replaced by the White Castle.
ARJAX Lanes south-west corner of Van Dyke & Chicago Rd. (1957-59)
Joe Spiewak stated: Jim Binson was a Little League coach and Binson's drug store did have a
soda bar. I bowled at Celanes always thought it meant Center Line Lanes.
Tom Carney stated: It was Ma Zott's and after it got sold (to the Leich brothers?) the name was
changed to Celanes. (Ma Zott was my grandmother. That's why I know.)
William S Brown put this up It was about 4 blks S of 10 Mile on the W side of Van Dyke.
William S Brown's photo. Taken about 1962...and taken in the alley, the back of the dairy, facing
east. Incidentally, that's me in the photo..age 10..Future Detroit Tiger Hall of Fame'r!

It is now a Belle Tire store.
Carol O'Mara stated: Brown's dairy is where I worked in high school on the soda fountain/ice
cream portion. The large building across the street was the barn for horses that pulled the milk
wagon to the customers. That service was ended before the 50s.
Bev Minko Karjala stated: We went there as kids. My mom loved their butter pecan ice cream.
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Boulton's Hardware started 1939 22712 Van Dyke then at 22740 Van Dyke in 1943, 1950
Buechel House in 1854 o 10 Mile at Sherwood later at 25420 Van Dyke now where St
Clement Church is.
Businesses we liked 1960-70s La Gondola pizza, Brown Bros Dairy
malts, Amy Joy donuts, Warren Drive In burgers, Chicken DeLight..
Ronnie's Drive, Brown Bros. Dairy, Homer's drug store, Freemans
Bakery, Wolf's Hardware, in the 1930s-40s Ma Zotts, Beas,
Many Bars : Alabi, Center, Vics, Smitties, Kunrods, 20 Century, Loui's
and many Churches
But the big favorites were the soda fountains like Homers, Vans, Tastee
Freez and Dairy Queen
Butter-Nut Bakery started as Freeman's in Center Line
Jeff Lusk January 4, 2014 posted this foto
Freemans Bakery became Butter Nut located on Van Dyke 1 block
south of 10 mile
They had great baked goods of course.

C
Candle Restaurant in the north corner of the Chatham store building at 10 on Van Dyke.
Candy stores like Bur-Lers, Burks, Farrells, multiple party
stores with candy, etc. are all time favorites especially with
children.

Celtic Cross Presbyterian Church 11451 10 Mile since 1924 Was first The Center Line
Community Church founded in 1924 which became Center Line Presbyterian Church in 1938
which became Celtic Cross in 1967.
Center Bar 24027 Van Dyke there in 1943 E N Brown Prop there in the 1950s and 1960s gone
in the 1970s.
Center Line 5¢-$1 Store
1943 25619 Van Dyke
1943
Center Line 5c-$1 store
25537 Van Dyke
1950, 1954
Center Line Cut Rate Shoe Store 25607 Van Dyke there in 1939 and in 1943 A Stanczyk Prop
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Center Line Sauna 24420 Van Dyke Road
in 1970s
Center Line Service Mobile 25445 Van
Dyke there in 1943
Center Line, Village Hall Wesley Arnold
Do you folks know what the building tower
was for. Patrick O'Lear stated: the tower of
the building was a hose drying tower for the
fire dept. The canvas hoses were hung to air
dry. Most of the old Detroit fire houses have
the same thing,
Center Market 25504 Van Dyke there in 1954
Clem's Bar 23156 Van Dyke there in 1943 N Happy Mgr
Cleme's Pour House c1930s 27253 Van Dyke then moved to Van Dyke north of 11 Mile.
Community Locker & Market Co 26755 Van Dyke there in 1950 This was for families who
did not own a freezer. This became Italian Village.

Chatham Super
Market on Van
Dyke just north of
10 Mile Road.
Now called
Shoppers Market.
Was state of the art
super market with
modern check outs.
When it opened in
the 1970s. Chathams headquarters was located on 10 Mile between Ryan and Dequindre. They
had good prices and did well for quite sometime. Then competition and rising costs forced them
out of business.

Churches were reasonably big business over the years. St Clement c1860 on dirt Van Dyke
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City Grill Dan Radtke stated: On the west side of Van Dyke; City Grill, Fran's, the old theatre
(spent many a Saturday there watching Abbot & Costello and western movies) Gibbs lumber, Fr
Murray FCU (Benny L's grandmothers house),Grissom used cars. Qualman street (Jones Funeral
Home) disappeared sometime early 60's.
Clock Restaurant on Vandyke north of Central posted by
Gale Kowalski-Crorey stated: The BEST coffee and
pancakes. Susann Bendert stated: Delmonico steak
sandwich was the best!
Barb Walters stated: Long used to skip school and hide
out at the clock...LOL and I do remember Burkes when
I used to go to St. Clements in elementary years...
Corinne Savage stated: Yes I remember too! My brother
and I would go to the clock and get hot chocolate once
we'd finish his paper route!
Kim Meduvsky stated: We use to stop a the Clock on
our way home from ice skating for hot chocolate! I
would get 2$ for my birthday in Nov. & then head up to Burkes 5 & 10 to spend it on Christmas
presents.
Jerry Post stated: drank a lot of coffee at the clock after ice skating at dale pond
Roxanne Grobbel stated: I remember skipping church to have a coke at the clock restaurant,
maybe with the Medouvsky or Rossio girls?
Robert Kern stated: We used to have whoever went to church bring extra bulletins to Johnny's
pool hall and tell us what the sermon was so we could tell the parents if they asked! :>)
Karen Chene O'Day stated: Clock restaurant we use to freeze our butts off at the ice pond and
then go over there in our ice skates (until they put an end to that we had to start wearing skate
covers on our blades) and Charlotte Cardwell, TIna Ponke and me use to order fries and hot
chocolate, then go back to the ice pond freeze some more, when I got home after skating use to
have to unthaw my feet and hands would lay by the heat register in the wall and fall asleep.
Karen Chene O'Day stated: Do any of you remember KIM LEONARD, he always stood in the
middle of the Clock restaurant and sing ALvis songs? Loved him.
Conrad's Tavern Canrad Louis 43 page 569-9 saloon keeper pronounced Kunrod's 1880. No
one now alive can describe as this was before our time.

D
Dairies
Dairy La Flamme & Son Milk 7411 Bernice since 1939 also at 22131 Van Dyke there in 1950,
1954
Roseville Creamery Co 21753 Van Dyke in 1943
Brown Bros Dairy Bar 24649 Van Dyke there in 1943, 1950 See Brown's Dairy
Fairgrove Dairy 23042 Van Dyke there in 1939
Daleys Drive In. Just South of 11 mile on Van Dyke. The same building as Ronnie's.
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Dairy Bar First store on south side of White's laundry. Richard Hyska stated: Remember the
Dairy Bar---a cooler place? I remember a guy who had his Levi's "shackiled" too low getting
"depantsed" there and some girls running out the door. Also, it had a very cool juke box with the
latest hit 45's for 5 cents, 6 for a quarter. I think we called the guy who updated the box"Pops."
Robert Kern stated: Of course those of us in the "cool" era remember the "Dairy Bar"!!!!
Straight from school to there --- a quarter or two in the juke box, maybe play along on some
spoons and just hang out. I don't remember any other name than "The Dairy Bar".
Kathy Jenuwine Kristofice stated: Yes, yes Dairy Bar. I worked at Berks 5 & 10. " 58-60" went
to Dairy Bar on my breaks. Actually I met my husband there. He remembers the couple who
owned, and lived on Gronow. Her name was Jean, thinks name was "Jean's Dairy Bar" can't
think of husband's name. Like you said we just called it the Dairy Bar. He also recalls spending
the night there helping to paint to place and getting free hamburgers for helping
Dairy Queen 23515 Ryan , Van Dyke many of these have been around since c1945.
Dan Dee Shoe Service
See book 110 for details on this.
Dance Places At first farmers held Bees and socials
in their barns because their houses were too small.
Later some bigger barns came to be used on a more
regularly for events like bees, hodowns, sugar hops,
square dances, meetings and shindigs. I put this up
on Facebook and here are the results.
Mae Pettiford Roth's Barn - Republic/Van Dyke
Van Feral Gross Had a neighbor 75?? Cadillac
named Wendell ????? Called him Wendie born 1901 he use to always talk about the Groesbeck
barn dances.
Anna F. Bozyk other Warrenites have mentioned dancing at "The Chatterbox."
Dean Berry Dont know that one Weslley but I have one for you...Anyone remember Sparks
Music in the Northpoint Shopping plaza at 13 and Hoover?..Way back.
Donna Bilbrey Was it called Confetti's ?
Dixie Drive-In 22600 Van Dyke there in 1954 had Curb Service
The Dragonmead 14600 E 11 Mile is a U.S. microbrewery that was founded by Earl
Scherbarth, Larry Channel, and Bill Wrobel in January 1997 It sits on on the south side of 11
Mile sort of off the beaten path in a industrial section as much of 11 Mile is now. There is no way
to sample all the beer in one night unless you sample the beer out of a spoon! Its not really old
history, and they weren't around during the depression ... but in a way it sorta reminds me of the
bar called Oil Can Harry's on Lawrence Ave in Center Line.....
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E
The Eastown Theatre on Harper Avenue in Detroit. Many of our citizens went there. From
cinematreasures.org -The Eastown Theatre was one of Detroit’s great neighborhood theaters. It
opened originally in 1930 for the Wisper-Wetsman Theaters circuit. It was mainly a movie house,
though it did have a small stage and did occasionally host stage shows as well in its early years.
The auditorium, which included a large balcony, originally sat just under 2,500. Though the
Eastown Theatre closed as a movie house during the mid-1960’s, its second life was just
beginning, for which it would be much better known, as one of Detroit’s premiere rock venues.
Ed and Lil's Florist 22866 Van Dyke since 1947, 2010 to present 2015
Eddy's 5c-$5 22629 Van Dyke there in 1954

F
Faygo Pop L Jay Pierce stated: Just an old memory. FAYGO: "What Flavors Ya' Got?" "What
Flavors Ya' Got?" (1970) Faygo (Since 1907) Visit: http://www.faygo.com MMFWCL
youtube.com
Farmer Jack Keith Gurney stated: 10 and Lawrence was a farmer Jack and is now ABC, next to
it was TGY store. Food Fair East Side of Van Dyke looking North 1953 Note: Food Fair (now
Shoppers Market)
Farrell's Ice Cream Parlor was at
Oakland mall. Although technically not
in Warren many Warren and Center line
residents went there. Fotos from
farrellsusa.com
For birthdays they would gather around
a table. Beat a drum, ring a bell and
sing happy birthday to the person. They
had many choices of ice cream dishes.
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There was the Pig's Trough. If you finished it you got a ribbon stating I made a pig of myself at
Farrells.In 1963, Robert "Bob" Farrell opened the first Farrell's Ice Cream Parlour in Portland,
Oregon. It immediately became a huge success and by 1970 the company had grown to 58
restaurants. In 1971, Bob Farrell was approached by the Marriott Corporation who subsequently
bought the company. He continued to work with Marriott as the company grew to 130 locations
nationwide. Under his watchful eyes, Farrell's never experienced a restaurant failure.
Bob Farrell left the company just prior to its sale from Marriott to a San Francisco
investment group in 1985. Bob became an author and motivational speaker. Now under new
ownership, the Farrell’s concept was changed from a unique celebration restaurant to a
traditional family style restaurant. By 1990 almost all Farrell's locations closed and the
trademark reverted to Marriott who stopped development. Due to this quick process, most guests
only remember the original concept and their great experiences.
In 1996, a new company whose mission was to bring back the heydays of Farrell's past
acquired Farrell's Ice Cream Parlours. From this purchase, a few legal tussles from 2003-2008
again stopped Farrell's development.
In 2009, now under the ownership of Orange County, California based, Parlour
Enterprises Inc the company began moving ahead with the return of Farrell's. Their ongoing goal
is to stay true to the philosophies upon which the original company was founded. Bob Farrell is
providing input every step of the way as Parlour Enterprises brings Farrell's into the Twenty First
Century.
Parlour Enterprises and Farrell's Pacific are dedicated to continue Farrell's legacy in the
restaurant industry. You will once again step back in time over 100 years to see servers dressed in
pin-striped vests, old fashioned ties, and cane hats. The restaurants feature the distinctive “old
Farrell's” appearance of a century past ice cream parlor. The newspaper type menu, old fashioned
candy and delicious food and ice cream will let you experience or re-experience what made
Farrell's famous all across the U.S. There are even accommodations for those with certain dietary
needs.
As for Bob Farrell, he and his wife Mona currently reside in Washington state. Bob is a highly
sought-after motivational speaker focusing on customer service. His book, Give ‘Em The Pickle,
and his training video, are best sellers.
Farrell's Ice Cream Parlours - the place where "old time memories for a new generation" are
made every day. They had a ragtime band accompanied by a pianola (a player piano) The kids
also liked their candy store. All was good fun. We miss that place. Center line and Warren have
had many ice cream stores thru the years. There were many ice cream parlors and fountians as
single shops or part of drug stores like Homers and Vans. Cunninghams and Woolsworth had
fountain service. In the 1960s soft ice cream came in with Dairy Queen and Center Line's Tastee
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Freeze
Of course we can't forget the Good Humor man with that special little truck. Somehow
the Ice cream trucks who play circus music today just can't compare.
Federals Department Store
Wes Arnold: We first went to the one at Eastgate
shopping center on Gratiot near 10 Mile but then
they built one at Martin and Van Dyke.
Federals lasted many years but started losing money
and soon the fires started.
Terrence Carrow stated: I will never forget when the
store on Gratiot, just north of 7 mile burned. I lived
so close, the plume of smoke covered the whole sky.
That was the beginning of the end for that shopping
district.
Fillmore Brothers Furniture Appliances

Flowers Just For You 23045 Ryan nice flowers.
Has been there many years.
Forest City on 10 and Van Dyke. Opened in the
1970s Now is a dollar store.
Kelly Moran Queen stated: Funny story, I lived on
Jenerous and me n my friends would go to that
store and climb up the rolls of carpet and through all the display doors! It was our playground at
times! Always seemed to get kicked out cuz we had no parents with us!
Theresa Adriaens-Smedley stated: Wow Forest city, we used to play hide n seek in there until we
got kicked out. LOl good times January 31, 2014
Firenze Restaurant since 1964- present. Nice restaurant with good food.
WARREN At the age of 7, John Rocca made his first pizza.The dough, sauce and toppings
blended together with just the right touch as the budding chef found his way around the kitchen
at Firenze Restaurant, the candgnews.com
Carol Ann Rafalko stated: Started going there around 1968. Just a little place then. Love it ! Lots
of family dinners there. November 21, 2014
Fran Kirchoff stated: Great fish and chips. July 12, 2014
Sherri Charlene stated: Was a great place to work.......busy....but we had good times !! Mr and
Mrs Rocca were great to work for !!!! Still go there and so do my family members !
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Fotomat remember these

G
Gasoline
Although gas was cheaper in America than in many
places in the world it did not help to have bouts of
rationing or shortages in the past. There was
rationing in the 1940s and a shortage in 1973. odd
numbered plates could only buy gas on odd
numbered days....
Gas/Service Station 26515 Van Dyke
Citgo Centerline Amaco Swanson's Standard at
Bernice and Van Dyke Standard Gas Station John
James operated this service station after Mr.
Swanson. Mr. James lived on Voerner in CL. This
station used to service the CL Public School buses, which were stored on the adjacent lot to the
north.
Glen Bakery & Donut Shop 26475 Van Dyke
Glo-Tone Cleaners been here a long time
Golf course on Burg closer to 11 mile It was a
driving range It was where the church stands today.
It was a farmers field for quite some time prior to
the 1940s.
Miniature Golf
Jim Milewski stated: I remember miniature golf on Van Dyke and Henry. There was also a shortlived "Jumpin' Gyminy"-a handful of trampolines stretched over pits in the ground...and what
about the annual carnival that set up between Konczal and Coolidge every spring. I can still
smell the sawdust and cotton candy...
David Ferrazza stated: used to sneek into jumpin gyminy after they closed. had a ball. Also
sneak in a real estate company backyard, they had a swimming pool there. 12 mile and schoen.
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almost got caught once.
Remember the push mower. A lot of folks made money cutting
grass. And a lot of us worked but did not get paid for it,
Great Lakes Mushrooms Mary K. Miller stated: Does anybody
remember the mushroom factory on Ryan at Stephens? It was called
Great Lakes.
Greyhound Lines 25501 Van Dyke there
in 1950
Groesbeck Flowers est 1951 26662 Van
Dyke
Grissom Studebaker New Car Show
Room
Rick White stated: North West Corner of
10 Mile and Van Dyke. Grissom
Studebaker New Car Show room. 1950's
Mike Grobbel stated: The J. E. Grissom
Chrysler Plymouth dealership was
located on the southwest corner of Van Dyke and Qualmann Ave. in Center Line. It was owned
by Jim Grissom (son of Thomas) and operated from 1956 until the building was torn down circa
1967 during Center Line's urban renewal program. During 1950-1955, it had been a Studebaker
dealership under the operation of Ernie Grissom and from 1941-1950, it had been operated by
Thomas Grissom as a Dodge-Plymouth dealership. This building was built circa 1930 by
Anthony and Loyola Rivard, the owners of Rivard Brothers Ford, to house their new Macomb
Ford dealership. More information here: http://centerline.grobbel.org/four_brothers.htm
The Grissom brothers donated a Studebaker car to St
Clement for a fund raising raffle.
Rick White put up this: North West corner of 10 Mile and
Van Dyke Grissom Car Lot 1960's
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Robert Kern stated: The gas station on the corner is the one that my dad was partnered with Les
Weddel in. Not sure if he was still involved at the time of this picture or not.
Gregory Bassett stated: 50`s also, it was like this when I first moved to Center Line in 1954. In
56 Grissom would pay us 'Young
drivers" a buck a car to go all over
the city and pick them up for him, we
loved it as a great way to get to drive.
sometimes we would even add gas to
we could drive the cars for a longer
time. spend the buck he gave us on
gas.
Joseph D Boesl stated: I used to sell
the News Times And Free Press on
that corner on Sat night and Sunday
Morning.in the winter we had a big
steel barrel to build fires in to keep
warm. I think this was around
1946.that picture brought back a lot
of memories. thanks for sharing.
Grocers in 1880
Barton Oliver 58 retail grocer p49-589 of 1880 census.
Halsey Edmond 48 retail grocer p49-589
Beuchel's Store started in 1854 on 10 mile Road near Sherwood He then rented and later
bought property at 25420 Van Dyke. 1880 Census shows Buechel Joseph 45 GENERAL
GROCER page 571-13
Swhitten UNCLEAR Gilman Solman ? 33 retail grocer page 50-589
Cole William 40 grocer page 51-590
UNCLEAR Ceaen Thomas 58 RETAIL GROCER page 595-61
Gombley's" Store Agatha Reynolds stated: remember going to "Gombley's" store? It was
located on the west side of Van Dyke just south of Standard. The owner always seemed to have
gotten up on the wrong side of the bed!!!
Charlie Lyman stated: There used (early to mid 50s) to be store on Van Dyke,between Stephens
and Standard (west side) that sold groceries (I bought candy) not sure what it was called.
Posie Holzman Cook stated: Charlie, that was Gombleys, and next door was Richards hardware.
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Jim
Milewski
stated: I
remember
Gombley's
but rarely
went there.
We lived
on State
Park east
of Van
Dyke so I
was able to get everything I needed at either Zack's Drug Store or Jim & Myrna's Grocery next
door.
Agatha Reynolds stated: Here is a picture of our family taken on Standard. My little brother
"Jerome" wasn't even born at that time - probably very early 50's.
GerlachsTexico and store

Horse meat for sale
Garland Bank Kurt Mccrary stated:
“Once Part of Michigan's vast forests and then
home to pioneer axeman and farmers, the
unincorporated village of Van Dyke was located on M-53 (Vandyke Ave.) and 9 Mile Road.
Originally the area of Van Dyke was known as Garland, however a check of the Secretary of
States records, when a incorporation was attempted under that name revealed that there was
already a Garland registered.
By the Dec. of 1925 Elbert H. FOWLER and (Col. PIPER's V. P.) Hugo HESSE formed the
Garland Bank. They originally located the bank to the south side of 9 Mile and Vandyke, next to
the Van Dyke Pharmacy. When the new bank was constructed in 1927 on the north side of 9 Mile
they moved across the street. In that two years the banks total deposit’s exceeded $200,000.00. In
1928 the Banks Directors were Scott E LAMB, President; Col. Walter C. PIPER and Kris F.
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KAISER, Vice President; Eugene CAREY, Cashier; others are Walter C. STEFFENS, Frank S.
PIPER, Christopher J. BRISTOW, Edward F. SADLER, Claude R. TROMBLEY, and James H.
GARLICK. Carl MILLER was the Asst. Cashier. And had over $300,000,00 in deposits. Due to
the depression the bank neared there end. Trouble issued as the bankers allegedly transferred
accounts to avoid a bank run. At the time, A&P grocery store had already located to Village of
Vandyke, and during the 1930's depression, it was raided and looted by village residents one of
them quoted as saying something to the effect, "They take our money, what do they expect us to
do now,starve?"
After the depression, but before 1939, a art deco designed theater was built called the 'Motor
City' and was located at 9 mile and Vandyke Ave. replacing a smaller establishment called the
Van Dale Theater. The Villages were growing moderately well, with the the War effort on, many
other buildings were built to accommodate the new military or automotive plants. Memorial
Hospital was built at the corner of Jewett and Vandyke and Auto Dealers at Yacht Continental
and Essex along Van Dyke. Rinke in Center Line had already been doing business for some time.
Among others there where at least 7 neighborhood corner stores on Mac Arthur BLVD between
Toepher and Stephens. Business's sprung up and down Vandyke, there only a few farm homes
located In the Village on Van Dyke before it was subdivided and all the residences are now gone
with the exception of the few apartments located atop the old business's, a few built during the
expansion.” above Research by Kurt
Mccrary
Full Service Gas Stations
Don Raczak stated: Check the oil, the tires
and never drove away with a dirty
windshield!
Lisa Neill Wiklund stated: Full service
stations were great. I also remember as a kid
that a lot of them had free incentives if you
filled up. I collected an entire plastic Noah's
Ark set with ark, animals, Noah and family
from one chain...
Margaret Hearne stated: Boy do I. It was so nice to have Everything checked. And, not to have to
pay extra! Those were the days!
Dwight Corbett stated: I remember full service at the gas pumps, but not the extra things this
attendant is doing.
Rita Thacker stated: I sure do. My grandfather owned one and every customer always got their
windshield cleaned.
Roy Brown stated: At Chevron our uniforms were white and black plastic bow ties check that
oil ? Jeanne Winters Thibodeaux stated: That's why they were called service stations
Cindy Downs Skelly stated: Gas Station.....full service and the attendant gave me a big red
lollipop every time.
Terry Remaley Redwine stated: While the gas pumped they would clean your windows and
check your oil. And they would greet you and make you feel welcome
Nancy Lindsay Westbrook stated: Good 'ole days
Diana Weaver stated: It was great they checked your oil, cleaned you windows, put gas in and
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put air in your tires no charge .We had it made and did not know it.
Jeanette J. Sandberg stated: "Those were the days, my friends, we thought they'd never end" And
gas and maintenance was much cheaper also. We've become a "poorer" country!!
Golf courses
Bonnie Bartlett Anyone remember the golf course ? I think it was on Lorraine near where Wolfe
Jr high. I just remember getting golf balls in the 50s from under the bushes.
Larger Golf Course over by Lorraine and 11 Mile Road where Unity Church is now
Groesbeck Flowers Wes Arnold stated: Was owned and operated by Robert Groesbeck. He was
the main florist north of 10 Mile Road. We bought flowers most often from him. He was always
nice to us. He is now in St Clement Cemetery.
Mike Grobbel stated: I just spoke with my mom and she says that the house on the SE corner of
Coolidge and Lawrence was built in the early 1950s by Clement and Ella Groesbeck, who had
previously farmed on Sherwood below Nine Mile Rd. After their passing, their son Robert
continued living there. He was the owner of Groesbeck Flowers and he passed away in Dec.
2009.
L Jay Pierce stated: I used to live across for Jaworski's on Van Dyke and Menge and have many
memories of playing kick the can, touch football, and a lot of other games in those days. The
highlight was always waiting for Grosebeck Flowers to close for evening and we would climb
the wall between the Florist and Jaworski's and jump off the roof on to the grassy area behind the
store. Today that would be called Trespassing and criminal mischief.
Gronow St.
Mike Grobbel research Gronow St. in Center Line, Michigan was created when the farmland
owned by Hieronymus Engleman (c.1845-1918) was subdivided into residential lots in May of
1913. The name given to this subdivision was "Dr. A. A. Gronow's Subdivision". Dr. A. A.
Gronow's Subdivision plat map. Recorded on May 12, 1913, this was the first subdivision of
land to occur within what later became the village and city of Center Line, Michigan.

H
Handy Andys was on Van Dyke south of Stephens where the Comerica bank is now.
Wesley Arnold stated: This was a large hardware and paint store. I remember it so well because
I almost died there. I was a Fire Dept Volunteer. My alarm box sounded early in the morning.
I threw on clothes and raced to the fire. It was very dark and I was ordered to get on the roof of
Joe's Bike shop and aim a stream on to the fire. Three remote ladder streams were soon put to
use cooling the inferno. But in the darkness and smoke one of the water streams was missing the
fire and started hitting myself and two others on the slanting roof. There were explosions from
paint, thinner cans and turpentine cans going off and the room caved in just a few feet from us
showing the red hot twisting steel beams. The water was hitting us harder rather than the fire and
we had to abandon our hose and grab shingles and scurry down the roof slope to avoid being
swept into the inferno. We got off alive but Handy Andys was totally destroyed. After that I
seemed to get a bit of a phobic reaction every time I go up a taller ladder.
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Hardees 9 mile Just west of Ryan
Don Raczak stated: I think it was Oscar's before it was Hardee's.
Colleen Mack Kish stated: Oh yes, they did move to the old Burger Chef at 9 & Ryan. I liked it
when it was on 9 between Mound & Ryan.
Karen Lukas stated: I worked there for 1 month! Oh, got paid 2.85 an hour!
It became Zorbas restaurant and now is Omelet House.
Homer's Center Line Drug Store
Wes Arnold stated: Homer's had it all Ice
cream, food, Music, Boy Scout handbooks,
books magazines, girls, how to books,
changing displays in the front windows, Lost
coin collection when someone stole it out of
the window. And Homer and his wife were
Eloise great friends even to us kids and later.
Homer Hazelton
Picture from Silver Anniversary Booklet.
What a great man. He was a Great Band
Teacher, plus other subjects. Radio pioneer,
Airplane pilot, Pharmacist, businessman and
great guy to name just a few. Tried to run for office
but did not succeed at that. His wife Eloise was
also a teacher and great person. Wes Arnold
WR Robert Harris stated: There he is. Went for my
first airplane ride in his Aronica Air Sedan. Took
my older brother Don and me up when I was about
10~~
Richard Hyska stated: We were very upset when he
raised the price of a Coke to 6 cents!
Remember when he would play Sentimental
Journey and he could add sound effects with his "high-tech" big wooden box? I think he was
college friend of James Eisele, two time CL mayor. Think there was also a connection btw Eisele
and Dr. Barker on Warren blvd. Hazen may have been part of that crowd.
Terry McArthur stated: Soda Fountain was the best!! Homer would let's in and spin up our own
soda!!
Christine Lipson Matthews stated: My Grandma Kern use to take me to Homer's for ice cream as
we did out nightly walk.....My best friend was Mr Eisele's secretary, and he was one of my
mom's teachers at Eastern High in Detroit Back in th '40's. Mrs. [ Eloise ] Hazelton was my
10th grade biology teacher, and my mom used give me $ 5.00 when I was sick and send me
down on Warren Blvd to see Dr. Barker
Nancy O'Neal stated: What great memories.
Peggy Vigneau stated: Loved hanging out at Homer's...That's where we would see the "St.
Clement boys"!
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Debbie Bastian Weber Nolan stated: I remember you couldn't sit at the counter unless you were
in 8th grade. I couldn't wait. They closed the summer just before 8th grade started! Boo!
Sherman Mace stated: My parents seem to know the Hazelton's. They told me they came from an
evangelical back ground. Eloise would sub teach and I had her for some Biology classes in my
Senior year (I think). She was teaching one day and the subject was Evolution. She said, "I don't
believe this but I have to teach it. There will be no discussion on it." I was upset with it because I
felt we are in school to discuss ideas as a part of our learning process. I always thought of them
as nice people to know. I understand Busch donated the property for the Busch school. My
oldest sister was the last graduating class from Busch High and next sister was from the first
graduating class from Center Line High.
Gary Britigan stated: My parents knew the Hazeltons fairly well. As I recall, he ran for mayor of
Center Line in the early 1960s and my Dad helped him during his campaign. I think he lost to
Steve Okros. We always went to the Center Line Drug Store for our prescriptions. Occasionally,
we would also go there for an ice cream soda or a sundae.

Hansons Cleaner
Barbara Franke stated: I remember them all. I remember Mr. Burke Sr. always keeping an eye on
his customers. The candy counter was my favorite spot. My parents did not shop at Schoenses'
they shopped at A&P. Does anyone remember Wilkies Market and Hansons Cleaner? They
were in the same block as Schoensees.
Honey Bee Donuts
Laura Nash stated: Spent three years of my life at this
establishment....making donuts and pouring coffee! Downtown CL.....or
Peyton Place....whatever you prefer!
Joyce Rheaume-Sidote stated: yeah it was a little payton place. but we
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loved it
Keith Gurney stated: I still sit here every morning to have my first coffee........been doing it for
better part of the last 25 years..
Susann Bendert stated: Used to stop here every morning for my coffee and doughnut on my way
to work at Chrysler's. I have since retired.
Robert Nowicki stated: Cop hangout at night in the late '70's and early '80's.
Robert Kern stated: A niece of mine and her husband owned / operated it for a few years in the
90s . Since he was ex-CLPD I assume that the men in blue were customers.
Christine Lipson Matthews stated: Yes they were, I worked there for a short time. I reconnected
with a few old friends by working there.....it was fun.
Marie Bissonnette stated: Was that the old Amy Joy?
Robert Kern stated: @ Marie, I believe it was.
Joyce Sackleh stated: It was Amy Joy while I lived there... Roughly 1970 – 1986.
Jeff Lusk stated: I got engaged in the parking lot. . How is that for romantic.
Laura Nash stated: I worked there from 1987-1990. Gossip central!
Hofbrau House
Theresa Stempien-Jurkiewicz stated: Yes, and when I was in college in was Hofbrau House, a
very seedy bar. Went there once with some friends, and left right away, creepy, creepy!
Mike Grobbel stated: Once upon a time, that place was known as the Centerline Hotel &
Lounge: http://centerline.grobbel.org/CL_Hotel_Lounge_swizzle...I believe it was known as the
Centerline Hotel in the late 1940s - I don't remember it either but my uncle tended bar there after
he was discharged from the US Army following WW II.
Kathy Winkler stated: the Haufbau House(probably spelled wrong)...yes.....I was always warned
about that placed. It use to be called Josephine's Motel. I remember when it caught fire in the
70's. I ran down there and shot slides of it!
John Klinken stated: My parents own the place if anybody wants to know anything about the
place they can contact me on Facebook it was a real cool place until it burned down in the 70's
Richard Desmone stated: Listen, it was a brothel for a while, trust me!!!!!
Joseph D Boesl You mean the old Center Line Hotel.in my drinking days I used to visit there
quite often.it had a nice cozey little bar.a lot of gals used to hang out there
Richard Desmone stated: I really do not remember the dates and time period but there was a time
that it was a 50-50, No names mentioned but one of the Lady,s of the night graduated in (71)
from Center Line and you can take that to the bank.
One could get more than rooms and food there.
Hotel Center Line tourist rooms & Cabins 24200
Van Dyke there in 1939, 1943, 1950 served Beer Mixed Drinks
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Ice Cream Stores Center Line Tastee Freezze, Dairy Queen,
Dairy Swirl, Baskin Robbins, Brown's Dairy, Tompkins
dairy, Brickleys, Homers, Van's and many more thru the
years were all time favorites.

Indian Trails Bus Lines ran on Van Dyke for
years, teamed with Greyhound

Inter-city Appliance 26450 Van Dyke since 1954
Dave Briere stated: George Pastoreck owned the
original inter-city appliance on the northwest
corner of Bernice and VD. I worked for him in the
summer and fall of 1966. A patient, honest man.
His son took over the business after he retired and
move across Van Dyke to the southeast corner.

Italian Village was the old Freezer locker store
where in the 1940s those who did not have a
freezer could rent a small locker and in a walk in
freezer. Fire was c2008? They moved over to the
old B & B building at Van Dyke and Lillian
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J & J Vending
Wesley Arnold: J & J Vending was started when John and Jim Jenuwine started selling
condiments at the liberty Theatre in Center line about 1927, Their business branched out,
suffered decline in the depression. They took over the old Center line Bank building. On Van
Dyke near Wiegand. In about 1958 I was walking home from attending Busch school. I had
joined the Scouts. I notice flames in the basement window of the old bank building now
operated by J & J and immediately went to the Auto Parts store next door and had them call the
Fire department. The practice of being observant as a scout saved their business. I credit the
scouts for some things. Many kids are lost in their own fantasy world and wouldn't had noticed.
Even today I see them walk across streets without even looking to see of traffic is coming. A few
have died while walking on railroad tracks with their music booming in their head phones so
loud they did not hear the train horn.
J & J Vending then moved over to 10 mile at Lawrence. This became Center line City Hall later.
Tom Thomas J & J Vending It was a distribution company of magazines and other items to
various store clients.
Angie Latondras I was telling my kids how I'd go get candy from there for a quarter
Bob Wiegand J&J vending is right. John and Jim Jenuwine. Used to be in the old bank building
on the corner of VanDyke and Wiegand,then moved over to 10mile east of van duke before
moving to the Lawrence address
Harold Jenuwine I remember the penny candy store on the west side of van dyke btw Dale
and Dale and Venor next to Smittys Bar
Harold Jenuwine And the beer and wine store on Van Dyke and Warren Blvd. January 3, 2014
Wesley Arnold A similar but now dime candy store exists today on 9 Mile E of Ryan. Check out
Bur-lers and now they have added fabrics. You can still get bulk candy there like malted milk
balls. Except that it is now a few pennies. Bur-Lers is one of the few left and they are still open
since the 1950s and they are at that location. A lot of people like them and many do not know
about them. Take your grandchildren there and enjoy an old time store..
Jack in the Box

Jenuwines Gift Shop
Wes Arnold: was owned by Ed Jenuwine and had many gifts
and religious items. The upstairs was a rental apartment.
Jennifer Jones-Ford or are you talking about Jenuwines Gift
shop? it used to be between 10 & 11 Mile on Helen..by the CL
Post Office..not there anymore. Adam Boulier It was on Dale.
Julie Richmond Boussie I remember it - we used to to go in there and look around.
Warren Madaj It used to be on Dale and Van Dyke next to Kowalski. It has been gone for years.
It was owned by Mr. Jenuwine. He lived on Mc Kinley.
J & M Market 24412 Van Dyke there in 1954
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JaLene's Beauty Shop
The only beauty shop I remember was JaLene's on State Park right behind Zack's Drug Store.
Wasn't there a "Betty's Beauty Shop" (Betina's?) on Van Dyke just south of Coolidge? Yes,
Betty's or Betina's was owned by Betty Bernettiwho lived on Comfort. Her daughter was Cheryl
Bernetti, (deceased)class of CLHS 1962 and her son Butch lives in FT Peirce FL. It was Harris
barber shop I think it was across the street. From Rudy's funeral home . The owners lived two
doors away from me on Harding. In the 50s there was Mike's barber shop on east side of Van
Dyke between Schoensee market and Rinke used car lot. He cut women's hair too. Lynne's right,
it was Mike's barber shop. Gary & I lived in the apartment above it for a couple of years in the
early 70's. Margaret Lawrence's I think it was between Stephens and Standard on West side of
VanDyke. When I was little we would have fashion shows at the Rec Center and she would do all
of the little girls hair dos. Diane Orton Haynes mid 50's.Hank Ribaris.corner of comfort & 10
mile,next.to his house. When i was small i would go to Mike's to get my haircut and it would
take at least 2 hrs. he would always talk and show you pictures of all his hunting trips . Pam and
Nan Miller had the Jade Budha on Lawrence between Bernice and 11 Mile Rd.
Jerome's Restaurant Mike Grobbel:was built in the
mid-1960s and torn down in 1969 during the urban
renewal program. According to Marie Castiglione
Genord, it was owned by her uncle Jerry Cusenza (her
grandfather owned Johnny's Recreation). I don't
remember ever eating there but I think Marie would
bristle at the notion that Jerome's was a "greasy
spoon".
Joe's Bicycle & Lawnmower Shop 23228 Van Dyke there in 1950, 1960s
Johnny's Recreation Billiards 25111 Van Dyke
William S Brown Our place of "Higher Learning?"
David Gapczynski Good Times, Good Times....
David Ferrazza I used to park my 58 ford conv.
outside, and spend many hour's there with many
friend's. it's still one of my favorite memory's of my
life.
Brenda Stanley My brother, Bill, use to hang out there. The girls were forced to stand across the
street in front of Homers.
Joseph D Boesl Spent a many good days playing money ball snooker in that place. we would just
have to walk by that place on our way home from Busch school. guess what that place just pulled
us right in .I just loved the place
Gregory Bassett Johnnie would put your name on a stick and put it in the front rack for you if
you washed the windows for him, had quite a racket going there I guess, but it was nice to have
"your own stick" in the rack.
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Joseph D Boesl John was the greatest
Jones-Moon Funeral Home
was located on Qualman near Van dyke
served the people of Center Line for several years
Jumpin Gyminy
Wes Arnold: Was a lot on Van Dyke with
Trampolines at ground level strung above
shallow pits.
Jim Milewski I remember miniature golf on Van Dyke and Henry. There was also a short-lived
"Jumpin' Gyminy"-a handful of trampolines stretched over pits in the ground...and what about
the annual carnival that set up between Konczal and Coolidge every spring. I can still smell the
sawdust and cotton candy...
David Ferrazza Used to sneek into Jumpin Gyminy after they closed. had a ball.

K
Karate School 25537 Van Dyke north of
Engleman on the west side. Sam Robinson's old
Department Store had become a laundromat and
later karate school, and an Army recruiting
center.

Go Kayo Gas Old Wes remembers 13¢ a gallon
there. Notice that the corner survived the
building of the 1950 era St Clement church. It was eventually bought out by the church.
Brenda Hooper Raper That' s my Dad cleaning the back window.......
Wally Jenuwine I remember the day the tanker making a fuel drop and caught fire .I was out in
our front yard and all of a sudden a huge cloud of black smoke filled the sky.
Mike Grobbel "At 7:15 p.m. on Aug. 14, 1966, the Kayo gas station was the scene of a
spectacular two-alarm gasoline tanker fire......" read the rest of the story by scrolling about
half-way down on this web page: By the late 1950s,"Spence" Connell had relocated his Texaco
gas station to Stephens Rd. and Van Dyke and the old building had become a Kayo gas station.
When this photo was taken in the mid 1960s, premium gas had risen to 30.9 cents per gallon! At
7:15 p.m. on Aug. 14, 1966, the Kayo gas station was the scene of a spectacular two-alarm
gasoline tanker fire. Flames from the burning tanker rose more than 100 feet into the air, but the
firefighters were able to bring it under control within one hour and prevent damage to the gas
staion building. Rick Protz writes that he and his friend, Paul Stanczak, were at the gas station
filling their bicycle tires with air when the truck caught fire. In his words, "There was some
yelling and we could see the fire start underneath and the thought that the world would come to
an end entered my mind..... I didn't think I could ride away from it fast enough. I got away as far
as St Clement's before it really lit up.....and we all waited for an explosion that didn't come.....
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just towering fire with a sound like a jet engine at times".
Robert Kern Theresa: KAYO was very cheap. They also sold "bulk" oil for very little. That's why
those of us that drove junkers liked it a lot!:>)
Kern Texico Gas Robert Kern It was on the corner of Ritter & VD. It was Kayo when you
moved there.
Robert Kern Theresa, KAYO was very
cheap. They also sold "bulk" oil for very
little. That's why those of us that drove
junkers liked it a lot!:>)
Mike Grobbel "At 7:15 p.m. on Aug. 14,
1966, the Kayo gas station was the
scene of a spectacular two-alarm
gasoline tanker fire......" read the rest of
the story by scrolling about half-way
down on this web page:
http://centerline.grobbel.org/wes/photos_block_part2.htm . I was at the Detroit Tigers game that
evening and we noticed the column of smoke off in the distance and found out what happened
after we got home later that night.
John Grates You could trust your car to the man who wore a star!
Mike Grobbel This photo shows all five buildings that made up what was known as the "Buechel
Block". The northernmost (far left) storefront was Dick Teich's Bakery in the late 1930s and in
the 1950s it housed Renaud's Shoemaker Shop. The next shop's tenants included the Center
Line Post Office (1928-1939), a chocolate candy shop and also Max Remsing's Cleaners. Next
door was Dismore's Meat Market and next to it was the Buechel General Merchandise store
and residence, which by the 1950s had changed hands and was now Rivard's Grocery store,
being owned and operated by Aurelius "Real" Rivard. Later, Ross Harris would move his "Ross'
Barber Shop" into this building from it's prior location across the street. When this block of
buildings was torn down in 1959, he relocated his barber shop to the west side of Van Dyke just
south of Helen Ave. on a parcel he purchased form Frank Lazoen. The last building in this row
was Gus Miller's Tavern. South of the tavern was a small parking lot and then a small building
which was Heck's Barber Shop. Finally, at the northeast corner of Ritter was the gas station
which in the 1940's and 50s had been a Texaco dealer and by the late 1950s had become a Kayo
brand dealer. http://centerline.grobbel.org/wes/buechel_block_ca_1958.jpg
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Kowalski Meat Deli store
Patty V. Liptak-Winowski I worked at the Kowalski store in high school and college. It was on
the corner of Helen and VanDyke. I learned a lot of Polish working there.
Kowalski Sweethart Bakery 4140 09 Mile closed about 2010

Kroger Super Market
Mike Grobbel The "new" Kroger
store (shown here on Ten Mile across
from the old city hall between
Wyland and Landau Streets) later
became a "Bi-Lo" grocery store. The
original Kroger store was on Van
Dyke at the corner of Wiegand and
later housed the Automotive Shop
auto parts store. The store at the
corner of Ten Mile and Van Dyke was
a Tip Top Market. http://centerline.grobbel.org/.../10mile_kroger_store_mid...
Kramer Homes Defense Housing Project
research by Mike Grobbel Kramer Homes Defense Housing Project, Center Line, MI
(constructed 1941-1942) 2006 photo: http://grobbel.org/images/Kramer_Homes_Oct_2_2006.jpg
The client for this project, the federal government’s Division of Defense Housing, hired
Saarinen, Swanson, and Saarinen to design a development of homes and a school on a flat,
approximately twenty-five-acre site outside Detroit.
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The 476-unit development contains a looping road that encircled a six-acre “village green” and
provides access to four residential enclaves. One- and two-story wood-frame houses, each
accommodating between two and eight families, are sheathed in redwood.
In 1949,
the

development’s tenants, over 90 percent of whom were members of the United Auto Workers
union, assumed ownership from the federal government and incorporated as Kramer Homes Cooperative, which exists today.
Documentation for this 1941-1942 project is comprised primarily of photographs of models and
of existing Defense Housing. Source: Eero Saarinen Collection Manuscripts and Archives, Yale
University Library ...Among his best-known works are the Gateway Arch (Jefferson National
Expansion Memorial) in St. Louis, Missouri; the Trans World Air Lines Terminal Building at
John F. Kennedy Airport in New York, and Dulles International Airport in Chantilly, Virginia, as
well as numerous furniture designs for Knoll Inc., including the “Womb Chair” and the
“Pedestal” series. Saarinen died suddenly of a brain tumor at the age of 51 on September 1, 1961.
Krumholz Greenhouse
Marian Arnott · Warren, MI On Engleman what was the florist right
next to the field? I was always told to be quiet when we walked by
the place....
Mike Grobbel Are you thinking of the Krumholz greenhouse just
east of St. Clement Cemetery?
http://centerline.grobbel.org/krumholz.htm
Mike Grobbel Here's an enlargement of the aerial photo showing the
entire Krumholz property as it appeared on Sunday, Aug. 17, 1952.
The roadway inside St. Clement Cemetery is at the far left edge of the image. What appears to be
a house surrounded by trees is just to the right of the bright dirt path on the east side of the
cemetery that was being used as a construction entrance for the new St. Clement School on Ritter
Ave.
Barbara Haps Hodge That was a scary place. We played in the woods next to the place.
Harold Jenuwine Wasn't there a swamp in the woods
Mike Grobbel Harold - the 1927 map at the top of the web page (link below) shows a 110 ft.
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wide pond just east of the greenhouse. By the 1960s and 70s, it was reduced to a swampy area.
http://centerline.grobbel.org/krumholz.htm
Cathy McCarthy Cottone We used to go there and collect pollywogs. We called it Kretzels
pond. I have not idea why. I lived on Harding, not far from it
Don Tharrett We roamed all threw there as kids he use to send his dog out after us he had some
what would be great clasic cars in there we caught big gold fish in that pond
Steven J Minnick It was a crime when they buried the pond & bull-dozed the woods. The
pond had huge turtles & goldfish. There were also some perch, walleye and pike in there,
planted by fisherman (we were told). We loved the woods they called Jim's Woods. Used to
catch...See More
Brian Minnick Yeah, it was called Jim's woods, cuz Jim's realty was in front of it. I'm not sure if
Jim Ahearn owned the property though. Once he died his house/office was torn down. I used to
cut his lawn for him and he'd pay me in whiskey, excellent trade of a 13 year old.
Kubeck Records and tubes on Van-Dyke and 9 mile.
Wes Arnold: We used to get 45 records from Kubecks.
Jim Milewski The only record store I remember was Kubek's but
it was closer to 9 mile near Joe's Bike and Hobby.
Note also see peppers and Record Stores
Wes Arnold: Peppers at Van Dyke and Warren Bvd.sold records
and hobby stuff. . Herman Cass owned peppers later moved to
Tech Plaza and opened a camera shop.
Larry King There was also a record shop on the corner of Warren
Blvd and Van Dyke.
Paulette Meares Spent a lot of my paycheck in that record store. It was on the NE corner of
Warren Blvd. in the old Homer Drug store. There was a Brickley's dairy in the same block north
of there.
Mike Grobbel I walked past those store fronts every day on my way to and from school during
the 1960s until they were torn down. I believe the name of the real estate office was "Albert E.
Olivero Real Estate" or something similar.
Paulette Meares Spent alot of my paycheck in that record store. It was on the NE corner of
Warren Blvd. in the old Homer Drug store. There was a Brickley's dairy in the same block north
of there.
Barbara Peters do you remember the record store on van dyke? the owners were herman and
dottie. 45's were .29. later they moved to tech plaza.
Kathy Jenuwine Kristofice Sure do. Bought my first 45 there.
Allan Bendert I remember that place I used to go in there all the time it was down between
Superior and Standard or Standard and Stephens on the West Side of Van Dyke by Gromley's
Five and Dime.
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Kathy Jenuwine Kristofice this one was on the corner of Warren Blvd. east side of Van Dyke.

Mike Grobbel Regarding [Gas Station] 25618 Van Dyke - from my web site: "The building on
the southeast corner of Ritter Ave was originally a gas station which was owned at one time by
Johnny Cavacece, but by the mid-1960's it had become a used car lot."
http://centerline.grobbel.org/wes/photos_block.htm
Cheryl McClung Stoquert
What was the first 45 rpm record you ever bought and in what store?? Mine was Pleasant Valley
Sunday by the Monkees but I don't remember the store, just that it was in the mall. Most of my
45's were bought at K-mart on Schoenherr.
James Kardasz Sure I went to Harmony House, Peaches, and Tower Records to pick up albums,
but when I wasn't driving out to record shops outside U of M to find really rare stuff, my favorite
record store was the record area at E. J. Korvettes. They had the best overall selection with the
best prices. I found my rarest album there for a song. On sale because nobody would buy it for
$ 1.99. Jimi Hendrix, High, Live and Dirty, with Jim Morrison singing vocals, if you can say
that. He was drunk as a skunk and spewing profanities. Thanks Korvettes.
Kuhnhenn Brewery Co. 5919 Chicago Rd. since 1998 over 40 different beers
Kustom craft Gun Archery Shop

L
Harold Jenuwine What about Norage laundry mat and Robinson department store between
Gronow and Vernor
Rick White The Laundrymat was turned into a Hair Salon for men. I think it was a Sinbads or
something like that.
Lawrence Edward Shoemaker 64 in 1880
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Lazoen Hay & Feed 25945 Van Dyke there in 1939, 1950
Lazoen Hay Feed 25494 Van Dyke
Lee's Florest & Greenhouse 24039 Van Dyke c1950
Lendzon's 5-$1 Store 22629 Van Dyke there in 1939 and in 1943 F H Geier
Liberty Sweet Shop run by Edward Jenuwine in
the Liberty Theater building
Liberty Movie Theater source Michigan Cinema
History
It was opened in 1927 Had an estimated capacity
estimated at 400 and closed 1950s Located on Van
Dyke at Weingartz. Old timers mentioned many
times that they would pay just pennies to see a
movie at the Liberty Theatre. Ed Jenuwine
mentioned that he ran a candy counter at the Liberty
Theatre. It was also used as a true theatre for plays.
Had a stage and an $8,000 organ. The Schoenherrs were big donors/users. Am still looking for a
picture of the inside. Like many theatres of the day, the Liberty had a beautiful theatre organ to
accompany the films shown that originally were silent and needed an accompanying soundtrack
to go along with the show. The theatre organ was installed in the Liberty at a cost of $8,000 and
was thought to be very extravagant for the time because of the onset of the Great Depression that
began in 1929, only a couple years after the Liberty opened to the public.
It was used for meetings and commencements. Admission to the Liberty
in the early 1950's was around 14-cents for most shows and was a good
way to spend a lazy Saturday afternoon and refreshments were handled
by a contracted company named J & J Vending.
In the early 1950's, the Liberty would become a religious home
known as the Liberty Temple, and this was organized and led by the
Reverand Ralph Hart, along with his Texas Musical Harts. Hart and his
musical group would later move to the Nortown Theater in Detroit at 7 mile and Van Dyke.
This "vest-pocket park" was built on part of the vacated
Weingartz Ave. right-of-way and both the new street and park
were named after Paul G. Hazen who was the son of former
Center Line Mayor Adelbert Hazen and Leona Borsekowski.
Paul was born Sep 7, 1944 and was drafted in Dec 4, 1965 to
serve in the US Army during the VietNam War. SP4 Paul
Hazen served a tour of duty that ended on Sept 23, 1966 when
he was killed during hostile action. He was the first soldier
from Center Line to be killed in the line-of-duty during that
conflict. They named Paul G Hazen after him. Sometimes the little park is called Hazen Park but
that is not official.
Long John Silvers 3755 08 Mile there in 2010
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Loose Drug Store 25501 Van Dyke
Louies Fruit market was on NE corner of 10 mile and Ryan
Kathy Osak Russ
How many remember Louies fruit market @ 10 and Ryan. Went there every Sat. With my Dad
after grocery shopping at Farmer Jacks.
Gail Gruenburg Yes, my sister and several friends worked there.
Sharon Brendle Lane Lots of memories there. Weighing the fruit. The fresh peanuts.
Natalie Harris I worked there to...at the deli counter. .that was a busy job!
Carol Phillpotts I worked there, to
Jennie Shade Tim Horton's now
Louis bar 23158 Van Dyke opened in the 1920s underground during prohibition back afterwords
open in late 1930s thru 2014. Old timers told me it had a dirt floor and a stable out back.
Lowery RV Center 21000 Van Dyke since 1956
Lumber dealers Groesbeck Family 1840s-1880s State Road and other sites Groesbeck Louis
Sawmill 5900 12 Mile in 1840
Harwood Arnold dealer in Lumber 7155 Chicago Road page 51-590 in 1880
Gibbs Lumber Van Dyke
Robinsen Lumber Van Dyke
Surplus Lumber Co 5251 10 Mile 1950s
Ulrich Lumber since
6470 9 Mile 1923-2010

M
Ma Zott's Home Cooked Meals 25325 Van Dyke since 1939-early 1950s Chicken Dinners
Liquors 8 Alleys
Ma Zotts Bar 25325 Van Dyke there in 1943 Light Lunches Soda Fountain
McDonald's
Those prices are high Sue Grobbel Davidson, when I was 15
and working at Macdonalds by Martin and Van Dyke,
Hamburgers were 15 cents, fries were 12 cents and a
chocalate shake was 25. You could get 3 hamburgers,a frie
and a shake, hand over a dollar and get change back. ( and if
you were lucky and knew the kid that was serving you,
chances are you would get an extra burger or fries or two in your bag.) That was 50 years ago!
I have devised an easy formula to put things in perspective. It is obviously not exact but, I
believe, reasonably accurate. If you take into account that in the time frame that you are talking
about people made between $2k and $10k per year (very roughly) and now (again very roughly)
they make between $20k and $100k per year then you can use a 10 to 1 ratio and look at those
prices a bit more realistically. Hamburgs... $1.50, Shake $2.50 etc. I find it helps to see the
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"outrageous" prices today a bit easier to take.
Valerie Vallelunga February 3 2015 Anybody remember the first "MacDonalds" in Warren on 12
mile Road. It was set up like a Big Boys, U parked, got out of your car and walked up to the
window to place your order. We all went up there to see it and try the burgers. The electronic sign
out front read "156 burgers sold". After that we'd all route R driving to and from school to go
past the that sign. Everyone was buzzing (Warren High School) with the news at school the day
the sign read "Over 1,000 burgers sold.

Pamela Vercruysse O'Brien I remember
the first one being on Van Dyke and 11½
in the early 60's. We "cruised" it just like
the 2 Big Boys on 8 Mile and the drive ins
on Woodward. If you did want something
you walked inside. No "curb side service"
like Ronnie's still had...which was
another"cool" teen age hang out on Van
Dyke but South of 11 Mile. Always fun to
watch the "millions" sign change. I'm
pretty sure I remember it changing to a
BILLION
Ted Larkins Remember Phil's Drive-In on
Van Dyke....across from Ford Funeral Home? WE cruised from McDonalds to Phil's & back
1963-68.
Bill Ziemba My 1st job, age 16, was at the McDonald's on Van Dyke & 11 1/2. I was paid 95
cents an hour, but, on your 15 minute break, you could eat all you wanted for free. Age 16, 3
double cheeseburgers, 3 fries & 2 shakes. All in 15 minutes & never put on a pound....Those
were the days. It was a walk up McDonald's & you ate in your car. No girls working there, just
boys wearing the white aprons & white hats.
Robin Steranko I remember when the one at 12 & Mound was built. Other than White Castle we
did not have any other fast food in the area at that time
David Krajenke The one on Van Dyke between 11 mile and Martin Road was the first.
Memorial Hospital on Van Dyke Chris Tye Okay, Here's one for all you nostalgic Centerline
Fans...Detroit Memorial Hospital on Van Dyke...A place where my parents used to always take
us for colds, stitches, broken bones...Just about everything that could effect us kids growing
up...I remember getting bit by a stray dog and getting Rabies shots there
Dee Halas I went there for a concussion ....remember that place very well.
Chris Tye Best lil hospital around
Robin Reiterman-Dare Wow, I remember practically all the women having their babies there
back in the day. The hosp wasn't very far from us and you're right - every kid ended up there for
one reason or another!!
Raquel Holzman Idziak I remember going there in the mid 70's when my Grandpa had some
kind of surgery there.
Brian Tye I had my right foot stitch up there. I remember the ER Dr took one look at it and he
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said we need a surgeon severed tendons
Diane Orton Haynes my mom worked at the front desk in the early 50's.she used to say:
DANGEROUS PLACE TO GO IF SERIOUS.
Rick White I was born there. So was my Brother. My Mom worked there in the mid 60's. It was
on the corner of Chapp and Van Dyke. It's now a rehab center for drugs and alcohol.
Memorial Field Center Line 6701 Braun c1930s 1950, 1954-present used for Busch School
and later Center Line games and events.
Memphis Market a small grocery store on Memphis Street has been there for many years
Milk Delivery Men
Mike Grobbel The glass bottles had a printed cardboard cap on them
with a pull tab, similar to those on this page:
http://www.oldstuffonly.com/items/milk-bottle-caps/list.htm
Milk Bottle Caps Many different types of vintage milk bottle caps.
oldstuffonly.com
Wers Arnold: We had several milk truck route companies working
our area. Oldest was the one on Bernice have no name yet. Then
Browns. Most famous was Twin Pines. Then there was Sealtest. Can
anyone name others?
Miller's Beer Store 22235
Van Dyke there in 1950,
&1954 Harold Godin
Manager
Miller's Poultry Egg Fish
Market 20812 Van Dyke
since before 1950
Jim Milewski Tom Carney
and Donna Corriveau:
You're right Tom. Miller's
Poultry became Chicken
Delight, then it was a light
bulb store and its now
Stosh's Pizza. Its on the
corner of Sterling on the
east side of Van Dyke.
Miller Tavern 25400 Van Dyke Mathias Miller owner established prior to 1850 another picture
at barber shops
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Minnie's Donut Shop Mike O'Lear Sr.: Bernice & Van Dyke the
Donut Shop we also called it Minnie's That was his wifes name. She
would have her little kid eat out of the icing bowls when she was
making the donuts.
Motor City Speedway Excitement of car races. As a kid we watched
Fred Wolf narrate our favorite the demolition derby at the end of the
show where junker cars destroyed each other. Located at 8 Mile and
Schoenherr, from 1932 to 1959. They had racing by Midget racers,
old cars, modified stocks, motorcycles, and the Demolition Derby.
Steve Wolski as he talked about the history of the Motor City
Speedway and helps us relive those great memories at an event in the
Warren library in 2014.
Motor City Theater 23000 Van Dyke The Motor City Theater opened in 1939 as a 400 seat
movie house, closed 1960. The Motor City Theater showed movies for years and as people
stayed home to watch TV programs attendance dropped. It then became the Motor City Skating
rink. House Capacity of the Roller Rink posted as 1100-1480 Persons Roller Rink Grand
Opening On January 13th 1961, with The Last Public Open Skate On June 15th 1986 Berger
King now sets on the spot. Wes Arnold. We are looking fjor pictures of the Motor City theater
outside and inside.
Motor City
Skate
World
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There were movers

N
Norge Laundrymat 25537 Van Dyke north of Engleman on the west side. Robinson's had
become a laundromat and later karate school, and an Army recruiting center.

O
Paulette Meares Dick Fortin also owned "Our Dad's" with his brother Biff. Loved that place,
many happy memories there.
I O Oddfellows Hall 8032 9 Mile 1939 1950 2000? This was a very old organization in
Warren. They did a lot of charitable work.

P
Palico Florist 14671 11 Mile since 1953 John and Marylin Palico John was killed in a farming
accident. They had the lowest prices of all of the florists. But had good flowers.
Pastime Bar and Lanes

Patrick Photo Studio since 1974 at
32211 Mound. Makes nice
pictures.
Peoples Market 22143 Van Dyke there
in 1943 Ad stated complete food market
Peppy's Wes Arnold: Was a McDonalds like fast food place at 12 Mile just East of Van Dyke.
Worked there. They had good shakes. They imitated McDonalds in most things.
Peppers Hobby Record Shop and Card Shop first at Van Dyke at Warren Blve then 29095 Van
Dyke then on Dequindre then at Tech Plazza shopping center.
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Wes Arnold: Peppers at Van Dyke and Warren Bvd. sold records and hobby stuff. . Herman
Cass owned peppers later moved to Tech Plaza and opened a camera shop. He had two locations
going for awhile.
Larry King There was also a record shop on the corner of Warren Blvd and Van Dyke.
Paulette Meares Spent alot of my paycheck in that record store. It was on the NE corner of
Warren Blvd. in the old Homer Drug store. There was a Brickley's dairy in the same block north
of there.
Mike Grobbel I walked past those store fronts every day on my way to and from school during
the 1960s until they were torn down. I believe the name of the real estate office was "Albert E.
Olivero Real Estate" or something similar.
Paulette Meares Spent alot of my paycheck in that record store. It was on the NE corner of
Warren Blvd. in the old Homer Drug store. There was a Brickley's dairy in the same block north
of there.
Barbara Peters Do you remember the record store on van dyke? the owners were Herman and
Dottie. 45's were .29. later they moved to tech plaza.
Kathy Jenuwine Kristofice Sure do. Bought my first 45 there.
Allan Bendert I remember that place I used to go in there all the time it was down between
Superior and Standard or Standard and Stephens on the West Side of Van Dyke by Gromley's
Five and Dime. J
Kathy Jenuwine Kristofice this one was on the corner of Warren Blvd. east side of Van Dyke.

Piper Land Sales
The Village of Vandyke was named after Van Dyke 'Road' which begins in Detroit and was
named in 1885 for then Mayor of Detroit James A. VANDYKE. This ran from roughly Stephens
to 8 Mile Road. Baseline was a name used for the southern end of Van Dyke.
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Col. Walter C. PIPER and partners bought land along Vandyke, and named its streets after cars,
trucks. PIPER lived in the Detroit neighborhood called Boston-Edison. Although his main
office was in downtown Detroit he had an office at Gratiot at Vandyke and somewhere along Van
Dyke. An old map shows an office at Village at
Little Farms around 9 Mile Rd.
Post Office in Center Line, Michigan, located
at 25748 Van Dyke Avenue. The post office
operations moved into this rented building in
December, 1949.
Phil's Drive-in
Photo Art Photographers was next to Berk's
5¢-$1 store Was run by Ron Peters and Ben
Moon. Later this later became a Tattoo parlor.
They were nice guys. Ron was a deacon at St
Clement.

Pizza too many to list see my books on local businesses thru the years. But here are a few.
Eddies Pizza 23401 Ryan
Hungry Howie's 4652 9 Mile 2008?-2015+
We almost always ordered from Sorrento down on Vandyke near 9 Mile
Jets 9 Mile Ryan
Little Ceasers 10 Mile Road
Stoshes was very popular It may have been in the chicken Delight building
Pied Piper Pizza Peddler had a big wrap around pipe organ and all of the bells whistles, drums,
xylophone, chimes and other instruments all controlled buy the organ master who appeared out
of the floor and rose high at the front. He would play most anything you wanted. Its a Small
World After All was a great favorite in which he switched on different instruments. Opened in
1980 closed 1989. Lance Luce played there 3 years. It had a Wurlitzer 3/24 organ.
Karl Cole who played there for 2 years stated: This organ began its career on December 24, 1927
in the United Artists Theatre, Detroit, Michigan, where it was used to accompany silent films.
The United Artist organ was stored away in the theatre basement until 1975 when it was
resurrected by Henry W. Hunt and Kenneth E. Saliba, owners of the Pied Piper Pizza Peddler.
1980-1989 then organ went to Long Center, Lafayette, IN
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Perhaps the most popular organist at the PPPP was Lance Luce. We enjoyed his playing and his
great skill with that huge instrument. Historian Wesley Arnold contacted Mr Luce and asked him
what the name for the music we all enjoyed was and here was his answer.
“The general term that I use what I play is “Theatre Organ” music. That’s kind of a
broad stroke of the brush. I have heard others refer to it as music from the great
American songbook. Mostly my music is Broadway show tunes, marches, piano novelty
numbers transcribed for organ, big band selections, and some more modern songs that
sound good if played on the theatre pipe organ. You are more than welcome to put up
links to any page or pages on my web site”
. www.lanceluce.com
Here is his biography.
Lance Luce is an internationally acclaimed theatre organist. He
has played hundreds of concerts all over the United States,
Canada, England and Australia. He was recently named the
2014 Organist of the year by the American Theatre Organ
Society.
His concerts are praised for appealing to audiences of all ages,
containing a wide variety of musical styles. He has played
concerts for numerous chapters of the American Theatre
Organ Society and other affiliated theatre organ groups and
clubs. He has played for National and regional conventions of
the ATOS in the United States and TOSA in Australia.
Lance began playing the theatre pipe organ at age 10 at the Royal Oak Theatre near his
Michigan home. At age 18, Lance won first place honors in the Yamaha National Electone
organ competition in California. The next year he was appointed the Head Staff Organist at
Radio City Music Hall in New York, on the largest Wurlitzer ever built. Lance has made many
recordings, including being part of the famous "Theatre Organ Greats - A Salute to Radio City
Music Hall".
For many years, Lance was the house organist at several family style restaurants, two of them
in Michigan. While at the Organ Grinder in Toronto, Ontario, he played for well over a million
patrons in his 8 year run.
Lance is currently on the staff at the Fox Theatre and Redford Theatre in Detroit, and the
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Michigan Theatre in Ann Arbor. He has been a church organist for 38 years, recording artist, as
well as concert artist.

Ponderosa Steak House

11815 08 Mile there in 2015
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R
Real Rivard 25258 Van Dyke A G Grocer there in 1943 Rivard Grocery 25400 Van Dyke
Red Apple Restaurant 4806 9 Mile 1970s-2013 Burned in a fire as of 2015 not restored
Locals now refer to the hulk as the burnt apple.
Record Stores
Kubeck Records and tubes on Van-Dyke and 9 mile.
Wes Arnold: Teens used to get 45 records from Kubecks but if one was really serious one could
go to Harmony House on 9 Mile and John R for a huge selection. Most record stores went out of
business as DVDs and CDs took over. But now there is a resurgence in records.
Jim Milewski The only record store I remember was Kubek's but it was closer to 9 mile near
Joe's Bike and Hobby.
Allan Bendert I remember that place I used to go in there all the time it was down between
Superior and Standard or Standard and Stephens on the West Side of Van Dyke by Gromley's
Five and Dime.
Wes Arnold: Peppers Records at Van Dyke and Warren Bvd. sold records and hobby stuff. .
Herman Cass and his wife Dottie.owned peppers later moved to Tech Plaza and opened a camera
shop.
Larry King There was also a record shop on the corner of Warren Blvd and Van Dyke.
Paulette Meares Spent a lot of my paycheck in that record store. It was on the NE corner of
Warren Blvd. in the old Homer Drug store. There was a Brickley's dairy in the same block north
of there.
Mike Grobbel I walked past those store fronts every day on my way to and from school during
the 1960s until they were torn down. I believe the name of the real estate office was "Albert E.
Olivero Real Estate" or something similar.
Paulette Meares Spent a lot of my paycheck in that record store. It was on the NE corner of
Warren Blvd. in the old Homer Drug store. There was a Brickley's dairy in the same block north
of there.
Barbara Peters do you remember the record store on van dyke? the owners were Herman and
Dottie. 45's were .29. later they moved to tech plaza.
Kathy Jenuwine Kristofice Sure do. Bought my first 45 there. This one was on the corner of
Warren Blvd. east side of Van Dyke.
Third Record Store for now name unknown
Mike Grobbel Regarding 25618 Van Dyke - from my web site: "The building on the
southeast corner of Ritter Ave was originally a gas station which was owned at one time by
Johnny Cavacece, but by the mid-1960's it had become a used car lot."
http://centerline.grobbel.org/wes/photos_block.htm
Cheryl McClung Stoquert What was the first 45 rpm record you ever bought and in what
store?? Mine was Pleasant Valley Sunday by the Monkees but I don't remember the store, just
that it was in the mall. Most of my 45's were bought at K-mart on Schoenherr.
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James Kardasz October 10, 2014 Sure I went to Harmony House, Peaches, and Tower Records
to pick up albums, but when I wasn't driving out to record shops outside U of M to find really
rare stuff, my favorite record store was the record area at E. J. Korvettes. They had the best
overall selection with the best prices. I found my rarest album there for a song. On sale because
nobody would buy it for $ 1.99. Jimi Hendrix, High, Live and Dirty, with Jim Morrison singing
vocals, if you can say that. He was drunk as a skunk and spewing profanities. Thanks Korvettes.

Redford Theatre Many of our citizens
continue to go there. Grand River at Lahser
Is the only old time theater left. It has a big
beautiful organ and shows weekly. They have
very reasonable prices.
http://redfordtheatre.com/
Regal Tire Co. 22207 Van Dyke there in
1950,2010, 2015
Riding Stables The closest was Ryan
Stables at 9 Mile, then Palicos on 11 Mile,then Clover Lane Riding Stables 19704 10 Mile
since before 1943 East Detroit These places had Hay Rides Straw Rides and Saddle Horses. As
scouts we did a lot of riding at D-A Ranch in Metamora Michigan.
Theresa Sippl Patterson Used to be one at 26 and Van Dyke I think. They also did hay rides in
the fall/Halloween.
Another one was Silver Saddles, not sure of where that one was but I think it was close to the
Motor City Drag Strip on 26 mile in Marine City. Maybe that one was Sugarbush stables.
Ted Larkins In the 1950's...there was the B-BAR-M Stables on the north side of 14 Mile, just
west of Ryan In Sterling Hts. 1st part of the "cigarette sub" took the property approx., 1958-89.
Rinke Appliances 25410 Van Dyke on the corner of Engleman and Van Dyke
It was run by George Rinke a very personable person.
Tom Carney Yep. Geo. Rinke allowed me to put my first transistor radio on layaway there while
I paid for it with money from my paper route. It cost around $19!
Rinke Motors 25420 Van Dyke started selling cars in 1917
Earl Rinke 24500 Van Dyke since 1939
Rinke Pontiac-Cadillac 25420 Van Dyke
Terry McArthur Roger Rinke that owned the Cadillac Dealership would walk to work with a
brown bag lunch. He lived on Harden Street..Delivered the Freepress paper to him..Good Man,
very nice on Holidays to me.
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Rinke Car Dealers 8333 11 Mile since
1917 present
Ed Rinke Chevorlet 24231 Van Dyke
From Macomb Daily Posted: 06/24/13
One of the oldest businesses in Center Line
is planning an $8 million renovation and
expansion.
Ed Rinke Chevy/Buick/GMC plans to
demolish its current 17,000-square-foot showroom and offices on Van Dyke south of 11 Mile
Road and build a 50,000-square-foot facility, according to documents filed with the city. The new
building will house new Chevy vehicles and sales staff, and a separate showroom for Buick and
GMC cars and trucks. The structure would be connected to the current repair shop. The
demolition of the current sales building -– a local landmark built in 1949 -– creates more setback
space along the city’s main thoroughfare and would provide more parking right in front of
dealership. New parking lot lighting and a new north entrance road to the property are planned.
Rivard Bros Ford 20955 Van Dyke since 1922, was there in 1939
Rivard Joe Appliance Sport Shop 21045 Van Dyke there in 1950,1954
Barb Shenk Baumgart Wasn't Berk's in the same block as Robinson's department store?
Wes Arnold Robinson Department Store was at 25511 Van Dyke, Berks 25537 Van Dyke so yes
it was in the same block.
Tim Smith Didn't Robinson's become a laundromat?
Rene Schoenherr Valeri Yep....Van Dyke north of Engleman on the west side.
Chris Ziejka Tim, I think it was called Norge Laundrymat, then there was a karate school,
and a Army recruiting center.
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Robinson's Department Store at 25537 Van Dyke north of Engleman on the west side.
Robinson's had become a laundromat and later karate school, and an Army recruiting center. I
remember it had mostly clothing.
Robinson Fred Lumber 25135 Van Dyke
there in 1939 Then it became Gibbs lumber

Ronnie's Drive in Nice close place to go eat
and socialize with others.
Bj King Oh my, do I remember Ronnie's. Jan, Cathy,
Brenda, and others I can't seem to remember used to go
in my old black 1957 Ford and cruise Van Dyke. I loved
to race any one brave enough. Ha HA
We went there often. Nancy O'Neal every nite
Marion Schindler Ronnie's Drive In was the best!
Nancy O'Neal no roller skates After Ronnie's it was
called Phil's
Robert Kern We used to park in Ronnie's (Phil's), order Cokes,
pour them out and fill the glass with beer and watch people cruise
through. ;>)
Peggy Vigneau We always had a great time at Ronnie's...Cruising
thru and sometimes just seeing who else was cruising thru!LOL
Robert Hall Theresa Sippl Patterson Used to go to Robert Halls
behind the 7 mile and Gratiot shopping strip.
Rumph's Radio Shop "Motorola Sales and Service" owned by
Clarence Rumph (1915-2002) 1952 1975 Property owned by
SHARROW JOSEPH C & C 14600 E 11 Mile
Red Barn Greg Parham How about the Red barn on 12 and
Dequindre
Rudy Funeral Home Opened in 1956
Ryan Theater Source Chuck Van Bibber The Ryan Theatre
opened on December 28, 1949, with a seating capacity of 1,400,
all located on a single floor. One of the special features was the
side exit vestibule that opened to a 500 car parking lot with a
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covered canopy for the patrons to wait under. The block brick building had a moulted cream, tan
and red porcelain enamel front. The double marquee was lined with bright neon stars on the
center. Flowers were painted on a green backround on the lobby walls. The auditorium had the
same effect with the flowers and patterns on painted walls. Restrooms were done in a cream tile
and terazzo floors. The Ryan Theatre closed in the early-1970’s and now the building is
completely modernized and retail space occupies the lobby and auditorium. As a movie theatre it
was operated by Motor City Theatres. It was at 22884 Ryan Road, Warren, MI.
Joe Vogel Joe Vogel on Various publications of the AIA, as well as most other sources, spell the
architect’s first name as Talmage, without the “d.” The name is spelled correctly in the
introduction to Cinema Treasures' Rapids Theatre page, but not in the architect field.
Kencmcintyre kencmcintyre The Ryan was part of the Schulte circuit in the early sixties.
Gaily I lived in back of this theatre my entire life. The parking lot was huge and the theatre had
an “art deco” look. The theatre closed after a neighborhood kid started a fire inside the
building (while it was closed). early-1970’s
There is an extensive article and picture on the Ryan Theater in the next book in this series.

S
Salvation Army 4820 9 Mile since 1955 48091 754-7400
1955-present
Moved to 24140 Mound Road in a new service buildings in about 2010
Samra's Meats next to Erics party store (aka B&B Groceries) 26310 Van Dyke there in 1970s

Sam & Nellies Located on 8 Mile near
Van Dyke was a favorite of many.
Otto Scharf's Sinclair station on 10
mile and Sherwood. Bill Bairley stated:
Best coke machine on earth.

Sanders at Tech Plaza They had a sit
down counter and served great ice cream and drinks. We especially lived the hot fudge cream
puff.
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Ben Schmit Wood carver The white building is Ben Schmidt's wood carving studio on Van
Dyke which was replaced by the Clock
Restaurant.
Tom Carney stated: Oh, yeah, Ben Schmidt.
He was considered one of the top carvers in
the Great Lakes area. And there he was
plying his craft right under our noses. I
wonder how many of us were aware of his
presence at the time?
Joseph D Boesl stated: Living on Central Ben
Schmidts shop was just around the corner.I
used to watch him make the duck decoys.I
wish i had a few today they are priceless
iIwonder how old that building was it looked like it was a hundred yrs old 70 years ago. Thanks
for the picture it brought back a lot of old memories that I had forgotten
WR Robert Harris stated: Fantastic decoys.
Barbara Peters the house being torn down was the residence of Ben Schmidt. Walked pass this
almost every time I went to my grandma's house she lived on central.
Wes Arnold He also made miniature animals for kids and decorations. Some of his pieces sell for
over $1000.
Kim Meduvsky stated: We had a Mr. Schmidt that lived next to us on Warren Blvd. He would
make us whistles out of wood. We loved them! I wounder if he is the same Ben Schmidt.
Mike Grobbel stated: Here is another view taken a short time before this photo was taken that
shows more of the buildings on either side of it:
http://centerline.grobbel.org/.../25616vandyke_east_side...

Schoensee Thrift Tee Groceries
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Mike Grobbel research Ernest & Paul Schoensee opened their first grocery store in a very small
building on Van Dyke just a little north of Central Ave. in 1923. They moved into the building
shown in the photo above in 1936. The Center Line Community (Presbyterian) Church on
Central was built in 1925 and expanded in 1954. (source: 1961 Center Line Silver Jubilee
Souvenir Remembrance book)
Schoensee Steven J Minnick stated: I remember right before Christmas, they stored a variety of
the newest toys up near the ceiling on the left side wall, just past the check out counters. My
mom used to send me up there with a list to buy groceries all the time. I remember Ernie's award
winning rose awards back by the meat counter, and Carl grinding hamburger.
Tom Carney Mr. Shoensee was a nice man. I think it was Carl. He only knew who I was because
I'd go in there with my mother now and then. But once when I was in tenth grade, I think and
was walking home around midnight after courtin' and sparkin' a girl from Dale Street, he pulled
up and offered me a ride home. "I don't think your Dad would want you out this late," he said as
he opened the passenger's door for me. How cool was that?
Shantie Food & Spirit 3535 09 Mile

1970s? 2010 2015

Shooting Ranges
In the 1940s and before didn't need them. Lots of woods and fields around. Targets could be set
up almost anywhere there was no living quarters downrange.
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There were several small shootng ranges set up at times mostly for archery. No commercial ones
that we have heard of in Warren Township. Schools would just go down to the local Fees store
and buy a few bales of hay and set up a range out behind the school. That worked fine.
Everyone was happy. It was safe because people acted with responsibility. Young people
learned a new sport. Another nice thing about it was that is was a quiet sport. It didn't bother
anyone.
The Police gun firing range by the rail road
next to Mopar is the only one we have seen
so far. Of course before the 1940s there were
so many woods around that anyone could use
them for practice. Local High schools may
have set up archery and BB gun ranges. They
did have gun safety classes in the 1940-1950s
in high schools.
In the 1960s and later one had shooting
ranges on Woodward at Target Range, and on
Gratiot and further north at gun clubs and
parks with ranges. However for practice
most folks just went to the country and found
a remote spot to set their sights etc.
Phil Smith stated: my mother in law was on
the Cass tech shooting team in Detroit when
she was in school
And the Parks and Recreation department
had archery classes.

Schuster Hardware 25523 Van Dyke in 1950 also at

25401 Van Dyke

Silver Crown Ballroom in 1949 changed to Amber House in 1972

7012 9 Mile

Silver Moon Bar 1927 09 Mile
1943
Silver Moon Tavern 09 Mile 1925-1950 not found in 2011
Silver Quill Antiques 22813 Van Dyke 756 8180 since 1971 Linda Sirko was also King and
Grace's stores.
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Silverstiens was at 6mi and Mt Elliot
Wesley Arnold stated: Interesting place to visit. Had tanks and an Army Duck (half boat half
tank and other military surplus vehicles out front. I loved it because on the inside they had a
wide selection of things we could use as scouts.
Tim Briere stated: Playing "Army" was made so much more reaistic in the farmers field across
Lorraine at the end of Harding, with all the equipment we all had from Silverstiens. Green belts
with canteens, helmets, gas masks,folding shovels, wooden play rifles and more. Sometimes
there would be up to 20 boys involved in our spontaneous battles. Americans vs. Germans. If you
were shot, and wanted to stay in the fight, all you had to do was say, "you only grazed me, bang
you're dead!"
Garry Watts stated: That place was awesome. Wished there was a place like that today.
Wesley Arnold They had an old army Duck which was an amphibious vehicle the kids loved to
climb on and some other cool stuff . Just a fun place and because it was Army surplus stuff was
cheap.
Jennifer Kondziolka stated: The original ducks were built by GMC. I believe they were built in
Pontiac.
John Grates stated: DUKW but commonly called ducks. out there and a tank and lots of camping
and scout equipment.
Italian Singing Sam Grill 5649 08 Mile there in 1950, 60s His name was Sam Bolognia.

Soley's Market Food Ice Coal 22850 Van Dyke there in 1939 Plants Shrubs flowers
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Speakeasys and Bars
Wesley Arnold stated: There were several wild places in the 20s ans 30s. In interviews guys told
me that their dads told them about Rosie's red light on Ryan, Actually there was more than one,
Louis who had a horse barn in back to go with the dirt floor bar room, Alabi (but not called that
then) also dirt floor, Center with barrels planks for bar and dirt floor, all had spittoons, a 24/7
speakeasy where Clem's pour house is. Sheriffs and justices were reportedly some of the best
customers. I was told that at 9/Ryan stables for extra money one could be ridden. Compared to
places like Silverton Colo which my wife and I visited Center Line was almost saintly. The bar
across from St Clement had extra "housekeepers" Sadly there were more bars than churches. As
many as 25,000 illicit saloons, or “blind pigs”, operated in Detroit and did a $215 million
business. The New York Times accurately proclaimed that Detroit was the “Rum Capital of the
Nation” and that liquor trafficking was Michigan's second leading industry. And these places
were often very rough places that make a modern go go bar look like a Sunday school outing. I
have more but don't want to offend anyone with the real truth. Sometimes history isn't as nice as
we would like it to be.
Christine Lipson Matthews stated: Thank you very much. no worse today then back. Like you
said more people and MEDIA...that is what gets everyone in an uproar....my Grandpa told me he
use to run alcohol in his truck...had too for as many kids that he had.
Robert Kern stated: I don't know that he had to...... he made good beer!!!!!
Dorothy Kern McMahan stated: On VanDyke from 10mi. to about Dale on the West side, was
Thomas Schoenherrs Bar, Vic Braun's and Smitty's Bar, and on the East side, north of 10mi. was
only the one and that was Gus's, Ma Zott's, I don't remember if they all existed at the same time.
Barbara Peters stated: I believe that Schoenherr's bar was Jerry not Tom.
Joseph D Boesl stated: I used to set pins there when I was a kid .we got 10 cents a line.big
money in those days

Smith Store
Wes Arnold posted this foto
Susann Bendert stated: Emile Couture is my
grandfather. He was the store manager. I'm not
sure from what years, but this photo was taken
in 1931 This picture you have is hanging on my
Aunt's (Diane) wall at her house. She's the
youngest daughter of Emile. My mother was the
second daughter, she had worked at the store
probably in 1940-41. The store was at 9 Mile
and Van Dyke. Some one knew who the first
man is, but I've forgotten it. Didn't write it down.
Mike Grobbel stated: It was located right in-line with where Walgreen's front entrance is now.
The 1949 aerial photo shows a vacant lot on the parcel at the southeast corner of 9 Mile and Van
Dyke which looks to have been used as a parking lot for CF Smith's customers. This 1941 map
shows the vacant parcel (lot 33) at the corner and the 22946 building just to the south of it:
http://www.grobbel.org/.../Nine_Mile_and_Van_Dyke_1941...
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South Side Grill 2769 09 Mile there in started in 2003 replaced Johnnys which had been closed
a long time.
Speakeasys Luckys source Gambel -Horn family Also Rosie's and PourHouse
Stanley's Federated Dept Store 21847 Van Dyke
in 1939, 1950

Ben Franklin Dept Stores 21853 Van Dyke in
1954
Stewart's 5¢ to $5.00 Store 22629 Van Dyke was
there in 1950

Street Vendors Wes Arnold I remember the Ice man with his horse drawn wagon. And there is
what's his name who sells hot dogs in front of O'Rileys parts store at 10 Mile and Van Dyke. He
has good dogs and sausages, reasonable price. He has been there for many years.
Don Tharrett stated: What about the guy that drove the truck around selling fruit and produce
Gasper
Mark Grobbel stated: I remember Gasper came by once or twice a week,
Roxanne Grobbel stated: I loved Gasper, he was always so kind, often gave us a piece of fruit - I
loved seeing all the fruits and veggies on his truck
Paulette Meares stated: The good, old days! Does anyone remember the fish man too? He would
yell from his truck "fresh fish".
------- ------ ------ -----
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Streets
Lawrence dirt road Robert Kern stated:
Robert Kern @ Barbara Peters.... This is a photo (a
good bit older) from a different angle looking at the
back of the White house that was on the corner of
Engelman & Lawrence. The dirt road is Lawrence.
Dorothy Kern McMahan stated: And the big house
behind is the Wiegand's House. Thanks LIL BRO. for
the memories
Dorothy Kern McMahan stated: I think that pic. is
Helen Kern Meduvsky, our lil sis.
JoAnn Wiegand stated: Ok, that was my Great
Grandfathers House, and my Grandfather was Frank
Wiegand, who lived on Dale.
James Kulczycki stated: Gloede was a family name. Bunert was also, and is named after my
family. I used to live in the old red bricked farm house with my cousin for a few years
Sherwood when it was still a gravel road
Does anyone remember Sherwood when it was still a gravel road between 10 and 11 mile road?
In 1950 there was an old abandoned house on Sherwood across the road from the school and
everyone thought it was haunted. Tony and I went in one afternoon and heard some noise like the
floors creaking, we got out of there fast and never went back in. Back in those days the Union
Oil truck would drive down the road during the summer and leave oil on the road to hold the dust
down.
Mike Grobbel stated: After about five hours of research, I still cannot definitively identify the
origins of the name "Sherwood" for that street, but I've got a pretty good story to share.
Portions of what we now know as "Sherwood" have had different names over time and the name
"Sherwood" first shows up simultaneously in two different subdivisions in two different counties
that were both platted in June of 1923. One was the Cummiskey's Outer Drive Sub in Section 4
of Hamtramck Twp. (June 13, 1923) and the other was Kehoe's North Van Dyke Sub in Section
33 of Warren Twp. (June 29, 1923). These two subdivision are separated by Eight Mile Road and
encompass land that is adjacent to and east of Sherwood.
Neither of these two sub plat drawing lists any proprietors with the name "Sherwood", however
they do have two things in common:
(1) James J. Murphy (b. 1884 in Detroit, offices in Detroit, Keating & Murphy Civil Engineers,
503 Murphy Building) was the civil engineer who surveyed and drew up the plat drawings for
both of these subs.
(2) James P. and Edna C. Cummiskey were proprietors involved in both subdivisions.
In 1923, James Cummiskey was the president of the North Detroit Land Co. as well as the
president of the Big Creek Coal Co., with both offices being located in the old Penobscot
Building.
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Sometime between 1910 and 1930 US Censuses, the Cummiskey family moved from Smith St
(near what we now call the "New Center") to a mansion at 17637 Hamilton Road, adjacent to the
Detroit Golf Club. Nearby homes on Hamilton Road were built in 1923, so it is likely that he had
already moved or was in the process of moving to Hamilton Road in the summer of 1923.
I can picture Mr. Murphy meeting with Mr. Cummiskey to decide on the street names for
his two subs. As poor luck would have it, there were already sub plats that had been recorded for
the land directly to the east of both of his subs and he would have to use the names of those
streets that were already recorded. That left him with only one street to be named in each of his
two plats - the one that ran along the west side of each sub. Since they were both in alignment,
I'm sure Mr. Murphy recommended that they share the same name. Looking at the current maps
and platted subs to the north and south, they would have found that this street was also in
alignment with "State Rd." in Warren Twp. (which started at the intersection with Conners and
Studebaker and went north from there) and "Prairie Mound" (just north of Seven Mile Rd.) and
"Ennis" (just north of Six Mile Rd.). However there were gaps between his street and those to the
north and south.
This ends the factual portion of the story, what follows is pure speculation.
Perhaps knowing that he needed to pick a name that would withstand scrutiny by the officials in
two separate townships and counties, Mr. Cummiskey decided to pick a name that would not be a
person's name and which would have a pleasant connotation, such as "Sherwood". Why
Sherwood? Well, Mr. Cummiskey's new home on Hamilton Road was just a half-mile away from
the posh Sherwood Forest Sub that had been platted in 1917, but had not seen any homes built in
it until just the previous year (1922). Also, in the fall of 1922, Douglas Fairbanks' motion picture
"Robin Hood" had just raked in over one million dollars at the box office.
Whatever the reason, it is apparent that the name Sherwood was selected by Mr.
Cummiskey and it was then used for all future subdivisions that granted the easements for the
street that followed that alignment. The only exception was the "Yacht Gardens Sub" (bounded
by Sherwood, Orchard, Conners and Meadow), which was platted in Oct. 1923 and identified
Sherwood as a southerly extension of the existing "State Rd." Apparently they had "not gotten
the message", but it was eventually called Sherwood after all the subs were platted from Eight
Mile north to the intersection with Conners.
Robert Kern stated: That sounds like a very believable 'marketing ploy' to me and since there is
no way to either prove or disprove it, I will accept it as a 'good enough' explanation of the
name! :>)
Mike Grobbel stated: What we know as Sherwood [had been planked much earlier] (on the
section from Studebaker and Conners northward). The first railroad [ was next to Sherwood in
places] in this area was a "strap railroad" that followed the current railroad line between Mound
and Sherwood in about 1859. The iron straps were nailed to wooden rails and were very
dangerous. That railroad went bankrupt and later the right of way was used by a different railroad
company to install solid iron rails on wooden ties.
Sometime between 1855 and 1860 a plank road was built connecting the Gratiot military road at
the outskirts of Detroit with Warren Village. The plank road began at the intersection of Gratiot
and Field St. The toll booth was opposite St. Anthony RC Church. The plank road followed the
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route of these present-day streets: northwest on Field, north on St. Cyril, north on Van Dyke,
northwest on Conners, north on Sherwood (State Rd.), west on Eleven Mile Rd. and then north
on Mound Rd. to Chicago Rd. where there was another toll booth.
Wes Arnold stated: One other possibility is that it may have been named for the Sherwood family
which we had in the area but not on the maps we have. I do have evidence of a Sherwood family
here. As a matter of fact they were among the first legal land buyers.
Wes Arnold: stated I remember in the early 1950s that part of that route near St Cyril was named
Center line Road.
Mike Grobbel stated: The 1875 "Norris & Ennis Addition Sub" near Van Dyke and Six Mile Rd.
identified the former as "Center Line Road" and the latter as "Beamer Street".
The nearby 1889 "Newkirks Sub of Lot 34" labels that street with two names: "Van Dyke Ave."
and "Centre Line Street".
"Centre Line" was the name given to the first US Post Office that served that community from
1878 until it was closed in 1906. The current "Center Line" US Post Office was established in
1921 and when the village was established in 1926 it used that spelling.
Mike Grobbel stated: We lived on Godin just east of Lawrence and Ten Mile and when the
windows were open we could hear the New York Central (later Conrail) trains sounding their
horns as they approached the Rinke-Ten Mile-Sherwood crossings. I don't remember the days of
steam on that line, only diesel engines and their distinctive air horns. For a while in the late
1950s and early 1960s, the NYC ran a self-propelled passenger car along that line that provided
service between Detroit and Bay City. The car was built by Budd and was called the "Beeliner".
Its air horn sounded very different from the diesel locomotives. I remember that you could
always hear it on weekdays around 6 PM as it approached those
crossings. http://www.michiganrailroads.com/.../001-005/Photo004B.htm
New York Central train 633, the northbound Beeliner, breezes through Oxford enroute to
Saginaw and Bay City. It is passing NYC train BD-2 which is "in the hole" waiting for the
meet. The beeliner is a RDC-3 model. BD-2 is a Bay City to Detroit freight train. April 16,
1958, taken by E. L. Novak. [Charlie Whipp Collection]
Mike Grobbel stated: Lillian St. was named after the wife of John S. Konczal. They were the
proprietors of the "John S. Konczal Subdivision" which was platted in March of 1923. It
consisted of a total of 80 lots on both sides of Lillian between Van Dyke and Sylvan (10 of which
were commercial lots fronting on Van Dyke).
Mike Grobbel stated: The "Center Line Gardens Subdivision" was approved in June of 1923. It
included both sides of Helen and the north side of Dale (except for the skating rink out-lot),
between Van Dyke and Sylvan. It totaled 141 lots, 16 of which were 20'x100' commercial lots
along Van Dyke (the residential lots were nominally 40'x105' with a dedicated alley 18' wide at
the rear). Mrs. Emerance Hellebuyck was the owner of the property and she sold it to the Center
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Line Improvement Co. (Edward M. Smith, president and Louis Chernoff, secretary-treasurer). I
checked the US Census records and there were no Hellebuycks' in that family with the name
Helen. It's possible that Mr. Smith named that street after someone he knew. Dale was already
named when H. Herbert Renshaw subdivided the south side of that street along with both sides
of Central in July of 1919. I can find no family members with that name in his family, however
his wife Gertrude was born in England and it's possible she suggested the name "Dale", which is
a common street name in England.
Mike Grobbel stated: Warren Blvd. came into being when Edward and Alex Schoenherr platted
the "Edw. & Alex Schoenherr Center Line Park Subdivision" in Aug. of 1921. This sub consists
of 84 lots (roughly 50'x120' each) on both sides of Warren Blvd. plus 9 commercial lots on the
east side of Van Dyke (roughly 20'x120' each). Warren Blvd. is likely named after Warren
Township, which is where the subdivision was officially located since at that time Center Line
had not yet become a village. Alex St. was the easterly boundary of their sub and is likely named
after Alex himself. No idea how Burt. St. got its name.
Mike Grobbel stated: The impetus for creating subdivisions in what became the village of
Center Line in the 1910s and early 1920s was two-fold: 1) provide housing for local truck
farmers who were "retiring" and had sold their property and farmhouse to someone else and 2)
provide housing for the business owners and their employees who had set up shop along Van
Dyke at the terminus of the electric streetcar line. In the late 1920s, the subdivision were built to
house the first wave of people who wanted to live outside of Detroit but were willing to
commute daily to their jobs in the factories.
Mike Grobbel stated: Back then, subdivision lots were generally sold by the subdivider directly
to individuals who then either built their own house on their lot or who contracted with a builder
to do the work for them. Often the lot owner would wait a while until they paid the lot off before
they contracted for the construction. The Great Depression had a further delaying effect. This
web page has 1927, 1932 and 1941 Sanborn maps showing the houses that had been built on the
subdivision lots and by comparing them you can see the slow pace of construction for yourself:
http://centerline.grobbel.org/maps/maps.htm
Mike Grobbel stated: The HH Renshaw Sub featured a private well water system up until the
time that the Village of Center Line installed a public water system beginning in 1927. The
Renshaw sub's water well and pump was located in the rear yard of Frank Weigand's property at
8150 Dale Ave
Mike Grobbel stated: In Jan. 1923 my dad was born in the house at 8127 Central (Renshaw lot
114). His dad Clem was renting that house and a few years later (c. 1926) he bought Renshaw
lots 133 & 134 on the south side of Dale Ave. He built a garage and and a cement block "factory"
on the rear of those 2 lots. The garage still stands today behind the house on lot 133 (8070 Dale)
that Clem built c. 1940.
Mike Grobbel stated: According to the USGS map, that location on Superior is 630 ft. above sea
level, making it one of several locations in Center Line that share that highest elevation in the
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city. The land is also 630 above sea level at the intersection of Sherwood and Ten Mile Rd. as
well in the area between Lawrence and Sherwood south of Ten Mile Rd. Most of the rest of the
city lies at the 625 foot mark. http://www.dnr.state.mi.us/.../topomaps/HIGHLAND_PARK.pdf
Mike Grobbel stated: Warren E. Ellis and his wife Mansfield A. Ellis subdivided the former
property of John and Gertrude Meyer in April 1924 to create the "Ellis Center Line Subdivision".
The street name shown on the plat drawing is "Virginia", not "Virginia Park". What is now
Busch St. was shown as "Wilson. I cannot find anything in the census records for Warren and his
wife, so this is going to take some more time to investigate.
Mike Grobbel stated: A number of streets in Center Line are different from what they were
named at the time the subdivisions were originally platted. In the "Ellis Superhighway
Subdivision" (platted in Sept. 1924) Potomac was originally Washington and Menge was
originally Lincoln. Busch was originally Wilson in the July 1924 "Ellis CL Sub No. 1".
Apparently Warren E. Ellis was big on presidents! My guess is that Washington was changed to
Potomac because of possible mail confusion with Washington Twp., Mich. Lincoln was renamed
to honor the local WW II hero and Wilson was renamed to honor Louis Busch, the long-time
board member of the CL public schools. As for Sunburst, Leo Temrowski was a professional
real estate broker and he probably gave the only street in his Oct. 1924 "Temrowski Van Dyke
Park Sub" a bright and appealing name for marketing purposes. Getting back to Virginia
Park, the "Virginia Park Sub" platted by F.J. Wiegand & Cyrilla C. Wiegand contained the lots on
both sides of the street that was identified as "Virginia Park", between Van Dyke and Sylvan. It
was platted in July 1923, almost one year before the "Ellis Center Line Subdivision". According
to their great-granddaughter Tammy Carabelli , Virginia Park and Bernice Streets were
named after the daughters of Frank and Cyrilla Wiegand.
Mike Grobbel stated: Mound Rd. takes its name from a "Prairie Mound" of some four acres in
size that was alleged to to have been built by ancient Indian mound builders in the vicinity of
what is now the intersection of Seven Mile and Mound Roads. The story of the "Prairie Mound"
was nothing more than romantic legend created in 1871 by Col. P.W. Norris to hype the sale of
lots in his platted village of "Prairie Mound" (located in the vicinity of today's Nevada and Mt.
Elliot Streets), which soon became known as "Norris", later "North Detroit" and much later as
"Nortown" after it was annexed by the city of Detroit in 1916. In 1973, Drs. Grosscup and Pilling
of Wayne State's Anthropology Dept. investigated and debunked the legend of Prairie Mound,
stating that "no evidence was encountered to establish that in the prehistoric period Indians lived
on, or buried their dead in, this sandy knoll." Of the 1,068 Mounds and 113 other earth
constructions identified as made by Indians in Michigan, none of them include or are even in the
vicinity of "Prairie Mound". (source: "Col. P.W. Norris: Yellowstone's Greatest Superintendent"
by Judge Don Binkowski, 1995).
Wesley Arnold stated: You're right on Honerable Don's work. Talked with him a few weeks ago
he looks good for his age. Wilbert Hinsdale did not list it either but there were mounds there.
Have yet to see a research item of its actual origin and how far back it goes.
Tammy Carabelli stated: Frank and Cyrilla Wiegand were my great-grandparents. Virginia Park
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was named after their daughter, Virginia, and Bernice was named after one of their other
daughters.
--------

----

Sullivans Horse farm 14 Mile w of Hayes.the white ranch house on the north side of 14 mile,
with the white picket fence? Joe Paonessa stated: Yup we called it the Sullivan Ranch. Catherine
Marie Folkmire Chauvin Nancy kept her palomino Joey there.Steven Harris I believe they own
all the property behind the house. I had heard it would only be sold to someone who would not
sub-divide it.
Sveden House
Sveden House was located at 9 Mile and Ryan on the SW corner. They had a huge buffet with
many kinds of food all for one reasonable price. It was a favorite of many for years. Closed up
in the 1980s
Sys Market 4680 9 Mile 1962-2012 now Seven Seas Market

T
Tastee-Freez 24806 Van Dyke started c late 1950s I
checked and there is no listing for Tastee Freez or
Dairy Queen in the 1950 Center line Phone Book. The
most popular place in Center line in the summer
hands down.
Barbara Peters stated: Tastes freeze, Brown's dairy,
and LaGondola' s.. worked 4 summers at Tastee
Freeze. After work we would go get pizza. I
remember you C.J.
Jim Milewski Dairy Freezzz now, used to be TasteeFreez, and before that Dairy Queen. But always
"Yum" to quote Rick Hare.
Barbara Peters stated: I lived in second block of Coolidge. I worked there every summer during
my high school years. I think at one time it was a Dairy Queen. The owners were Stan and Jane
Zalewski.
Margaret Arnold stated: Mr Sheppard also owned the Tastee-Freez as she worked for them.
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Teach's Bakery
Dorothy Kern McMahan stated: Teach's Bakery,
back in the 40's. That was in the same block as
the gas station along with Real Rivard's grocery
store and I think a couple of other stores.
Marcia Pecchenino stated: Loved it when he
brought us doughnuts!!!!!
Mike Grobbel stated: The northernmost (far left)
storefront in this photo taken in the late 1950s
was Dick Tieche's Bakery back in the late 1930s
and early 40s; in the 1950s it housed Renaud's
Shoemaker Shop. My mother's brother Ralph Hiller worked for Dick Tieche prior to enlisting in
the Army in Aug. 1942. The next shop to the south had tenants that included the Center Line Post
Office (1928-1939), a chocolate candy shop and also Max Remsing's Cleaners. Next door to it
was Dismore's Meat Market and next to it was the Buechel General Merchandise store and
residence, which by the 1950s had changed hands and was now Rivard's Grocery store, being
owned and operated by Aurelius "Real" Rivard. Later, Ross Harris would move his "Ross' Barber
Shop" into this building from it's prior location across the street. When this block of buildings
was torn down in 1959, he relocated his barber shop to the west side of Van Dyke just south of
Helen Ave. on a parcel he purchased form Frank Lazoen. The last building in this row was Gus
Miller's Tavern. South of the tavern was a small parking lot and then a small building which was
Heck's Barber Shop. Finally, at the northeast corner of Ritter was the Texaco gas station that was
operated by O.J. Kern and later Spence Connell in the 1950s (it later became a Kayo brand
dealer as shown in this photo). http://centerline.grobbel.org/.../vandyke_buechel_block...
Cloyd Roberts Texaco Station on Van Dyke? It was across from Rudy Funeral Home.
Bill Budnick stated: they always gave out sticks of gum
Barbara Peters stated: nicest man you could meet. I bought my first set of mixing bowls there.
Mary Wojciechowski Dye stated: Yes > Cloyd was our favorite Gas Station Man !! My dad
trusted him with our cars , only place
to go !!!
Dan Radtke stated: The attendant at
the Texaco filled the tank, checked
the oil, washed the windows,
checked the air in the tires, gave
every kid in the car a stick of Juicey
Fruit gum, and if it was a fill up you
got a 6 pack of 7 oz coke, all for
about 27 cents a gallon...
Barbara Peters stated: the other
attendant was Truman very nice guys
from Tennessee.
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Michigan Bell Telephone quite a few of us worked for them
over the years.

Telephone exchange
Mike Grobbel stated: original CL Michigan Bell telephone exchange opened in 1928 in the
second floor of the building at the northwest corner of Van Dyke and Engleman. Their five-digit
phone numbers were identified in print as "Center Line XXXXX". Prior to that Center Line
residents were part of Michigan Bell's Warren Exchange and they had phone numbers like
"Warren 26-F-11". The MB CL exchange converted to seven digit SLocum phone numbers
sometime in the late 1940s. All of the subscribers listed in the April 1950 CL phone book have
seven digit SLocum numbers.

Theut's Drug Store 22660 Van Dyke

in 1950 and at 22918 Van Dyke in 1954
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Tompkins Ice Cream Co 25401 Van Dyke a
popular place.

Towne Club Pop was on Ryan just north of 10 Mile where CVS is now.

This was built on a Nike missile base location before them similar to the one on Belle Isle after
WWII.
Kevin Mangold stated: My folks would make the Louie's run and I would always pester to go
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with them in case they stopped at Towne Club before coming home. (If left unsupervised, they'd
buy all of these flavors that none of us kids would touch - so it became my sibling duty to make
sure they only bought "the good stuff"!)
Theut's Toy Store
Jackie Conti Mott stated: My brother in law worked there said, pronounced TOYTS, which is
appropriate for TOYS!
Don Raczak stated: It had all the cool toys, trains..to slot cars..to any toy you wanted.
Theresa Sippl Patterson stated: They had just about every kind of toy you wanted. Trains and
tracks were a specialty there. There was a downstairs where they kept the 'good' stuff. Was in
there just a few weeks ago looking for a step for my inground pool ladder. There isn't much in
there now, just a few above ground pools, ladders, and other pool accessories. Not many shelves
in there now, not much of anything mostly pool supplies. Didn't look like the downstairs was
open to the public. Another great store almost gone!
Don Raczak stated: That was the "Cadillac" of toy stores. Besides getting my toy tractor there
(had spark plug wires and all ) , maybe a various board game..I think my parents preferred
Sears..or other places for bikes, and gave me the "this bike is you"! routine..so I wouldn't nag
them to go to Theuts.
Lauren Puma stated: I loved that store, don't remember much about it other than it had tons of
toys, but there was only ONE section of it that I was interested in! I wanted that toy horse stable
that was on the top shelf! Oooooo, but it must have been expensive! I just went in and looked at
it the few times I got to go in there. One day I had like four permanent teeth pulled (what they
did back then when you have too many teeth for your mouth...nowadays they make your jaw
bigger??) and my dad said the magic words..."You can have anything you want." Well there was
just ONE thing I wanted! He sure was bummed! "Are you SURE?" I got it! Yay! Funny thing is,
there is a building on my little farm that sure looks a lot like it...
John Selva stated: The basement had swimming pull fully functioning full of water. They had
model kits and every color in the universe in those little glass bottles with the fine tipped paint
brushes. Art supplies of every type -glitter, brushes, charcoal sticks poster boards. Gigantic
stuffed animals which were usually displayed in the NE corner of the store in plain view of the
passersby.
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Tip Top Market see also Van 10
Dan Radtke stated: On the west side of Van Dyke
was City Grill, Fran's, the old theatre (spent many a
Saturday there watching Abbot & Costello and
western movies) Gibbs lumber, Fr Murray FCU
(Benny L's grandmothers house),Grissom used cars.
Qualman street (Jones Funeral Home) disappeared
sometime early 60's.
On the East side of VD; Kay-O gas (23 cents),
DanDee shoe repairs where we always had "cleats"
put on our shoes with sometimes new
soles...Brickley's for a cream cycle, Wolf's, B&W's beer store with plenty of penny candy (two
squirrels and a flying saucer). Homers for a phosphate and a little organ music. A couple of other
businesses including Dr Bryce who probably delivered most of us, and Tip Top Supermarket
on the corner of 10 mile where I was a bagger for one day...when I found out my wages I
immediately quit!
TG&Y. At Engleman and Van Dyke
Top Hat Hamburgers
I remember in the 1950s the Top
Hat Hamburger was 12 ¢. and they
had great chocolate shakes. Top
hat was located at 8 Mile & Ryan
and 8 Mile and Gratiot. At That
location White Castile was on the
opposite corner. They were oh so
good but service was almost
always slow.
Twin Pines Farm Dairy We
had the milk chutes on the
house when we grew up...
[Need source here] On a hot summer day the Twin Pines man would give the kids a big chunk of
crystal clear ice to cool ya down. had a summer job for awhile running milk up to the milk
chutes. I remember getting milk in gallon jugs from Grobbel's farm BEFORE Twin Pines took
over! :We had a twin pines milkman on our street (Bernice) Mr. Genca. I think I remember the
honor system, if you needed something from the truck, you took it and left money or a note for a
tab. Those days are gone forever. Mr Grobbel used to bring us our Twin Pines milk. We had an
insulated box on the front porch that they used to go into. I had two Uncle that were Twin Pine
Milkmen and they both lived on Stephens. One in Center Line, Uncle Wally VanDeWinkle and
one on the Warren side, Uncle Bob Roberts...both between Automobile and Federal! Mr. Kramer
gave us blocks of ice. They would throw big chunks of ice out in the summer time.
Wesley Arnold stated: Twin Pines had trucks that came to your house as did Sealtest
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Leo Temorowski Realtor
Realtor by the name of Leo Temorowski, that subdivided some of the local subdivisions. His
office was originally 20477 Van Dyke Ave near 8 mile (Baseline Road) in Detroit.
Tubby's 4608

9 Mile been there many years still there in 2015

Twentieth Century Bar 22760 Van Dyke probably started in the 1920s went to speakeasy back
at end of prohibition. There in 1939 Near 09 Mile Mile in 1943 L J Mieszczynski was the
Proprietor and it was still around in 1950, and 2010
TV was a big deal. People preferred to watch TV in the comfort
of their home rather than go out and spend money on movies. The
World Adventure Series presented by George Pierrot was a
favorite. He presented travel log speakers like Stan Midgley, Don
Cooper, Dennis Glen Cooper and many others. These presented
beautiful color travel films which you could go and see for a
couple of bucks at the Institute of Art on Sunday on a huge screen.

Many of us enjoyed watching and listening to Stan Midgley both on the
World Adventure series and at the big Institute of “Arts auditorium where
we could for a couple of dollars see Colorado, the Grand Canyon,
California and many national parks on a big color screen.
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U
Universal Mall is located at 12 Mile at Dequindre. It opened in
1965. Fell on hard times during the depression from abut 20082014. Torn apart in the 2010 or so and is now a mostly open
mall. Many of us preferred the enclosed mall especially during
winter months. The
owners felt they had to
redo almost everything
to attract customers so
they tore it apart. It had
rest seating, fountains a
theater and a food
court. Montgomery
Ward at one end.

Part of mall history from mall website follows:
“It opened anchored by Montgomery Ward on the north end, and Detroit-based Federal
Department store at its south end, with an enclosed section of shops linking the two anchors and
a large Woolworths near the northern end as well. In 1979, Federal closed its doors and became
Crowley’s, another long-running Detroit-based chain.
During the 1980s, even though growth had peaked
in Warren about a decade earlier, an expansion was
planned for Universal Mall to compete with existing
area malls and newer centers which were emerging
as category killers. The new wing hinged off the
mall’s center court to the west (toward Dequindre)
and featured many stores culminating in a new
anchor, Mervyn’s. Following this addition, the mall
was renamed and re-imaged (for the last time?) as Universal Mall in or around 1987.
Universal Mall in Warren, MI
The 1990s were a period of steady decline for Universal Mall, culminating with an occupancy
rate of less than 40 percent by the end of the decade as shoppers preferred Oakland Mall and
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other super-regional competitors to Universal Mall’s value-oriented and local retailers. In 1997,
Woolworths closed up shop nationwide, leaving a large vacancy in the northern part of the mall.
In 1999, the entire Crowley’s chain went under and the store, which was a Detroit mainstay for
decades, was replaced with Value City in 2000. In 1999 and 2000, mini-anchor stores A.J.
Wright and Burlington Coat Factory opened in the mall as well, with Burlington replacing the
dead Woolworths. So far, so good.
Universal Mall pylon in Warren, MI 1999 also saw the mall’s ownership change hands, resulting
in mild refurbishments to the three-decade-old facility while embarking on an intensive
marketing campaign to let shoppers know of the updates. By 2001, occupancy rose past 80
percent again and things seemed to be looking up for Universal Mall, as the new owners
attempted to reinvent the indoor shopping mall’s concept – from mid-tier regional center to an
off-price destinational and neighborhood mall. The revival showed developers that the innercore functional obsolescence of Universal Mall, and others like it, could be changed with a little
tender loving care. Once again, so far, so good, and the mall stayed buoyant.
However, the period of revival was all too brief, as 2001 was the beginning of several major,
repeat blows to Universal Mall. Long-time anchor Montgomery Ward shut their doors
nationwide that year, including this store, which as of 2008 remains dark despite ruminations of
renovation. As a result, stores in this northern wing began closing, and in 2006 western anchor
Mervyn’s departed the Detroit area, closing this store and causing vacancies in the western wing.
In March 2008, southern anchor Value City closed as that chain went through a round of
bankruptcy closings, leaving Universal Mall without any of its traditional anchors (the theaters,
A.J. Wright and Burlington Coat Factory are still open as of May 2008, but are located along the
mall corridors).
Universal Mall in Warren, MI Universal Mall food court area in Warren, MI
It seems as though Universal’s days are numbered in its current state. In fact, in June 2007 the
state of Michigan OK’d a brownfield designation to the largely vacant mall, which will freeze
the mall’s property taxes at current rates, so revenue gained from any redevelopment or
renovation which betters the mall will go straight to the owners instead of through them to taxes.
These incentives should allow for the asbestos and lead removal at the site, demolition of the
current structure and building of a new 600,000 square-foot retail center on the site. The new
center, which will not be enclosed, will feature some sort of strip mall-looking thing, a lone
100,000 square-foot anchor building, and a 48,000 square-foot theater complex.
Universal Mall theaters in Warren, MIThe current decor at Universal Mall is archaic: the crosslike design of the mall’s concourses, with each concourse culminating in an anchor (or movie
theater), is relatively simple, but the floor tiles, walls, and rows of windows near the ceiling are
delightfully retro. Whatever updates or rehab was done in 1999 must have been simple and very
cosmetic (ie. a coat of paint, repairing broken things and cracks), as most of the structure looks
quite a bit more dated, aside from the western wing which was added in the late 1980s.
As of May 27, 2008, one of the western entrances to the mall was shuttered for redevelopment,
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and it looked like most of the handful of stores in the mall were also going out of business that
week. Some stores, including the mini-anchors and the theaters, had no such notice of closing
anytime soon. Also, the northern portion of the mall hallway after A.J. Wright to the former
Wards was closed permanently for redevelopment. Indeed the mall must be closing soon, as this
photoset from December 2007, just six months ago, shows an operational food court and chairs
set up for diners. Today, the food court is completely empty and looks like it’s been prepared for
pre-demolition.
Universal Mall closing sign in Warren, MI Universal Mall old Coney Island in Warren, MI
The pictures featured here were taken on May 25, 2008. If anyone has any information about the
redevelopment (I couldn’t find any current articles on the internet) or when the bulk of the mall
is actually closing, feel free to drop a line here. In addition, you can check out a few digicam
videos we made which are posted on YouTube. And, as always, feel free to leave your own
comments, personal experiences, or memories that have to do with the mall in the comments
section as well.”
- See more at: http://www.labelscar.com/michigan/universal-mall#sthash.GtJMJAc4.dpuf
Judy Butterfield stated: I so enjoyed this mall, I liked the shows they had on te weekends,
antique .... card and coin,,, craft,,,,etc... It's were I took my son when Sants came to town.
Terry Henry stated: Loved that mall
Patricia Ciluffo stated: Worked at McDevitt's Hallmark there! Loved that mall & the miss the
stores that are now gone! Kids loved the candy store...I miss Winklemans & Crowleys!
Evelyn Kazmierczak Vallelunga stated: I loved Woolworths and Cnninghams
Mike McCord stated: the carousel was a big hit with kids! 1
Elaine Schick Almon stated: I worked at Jeans Galore for a while...until they started closing
down stores.
Cheryl Gruner stated: I worked at Hughes & Hatchers, anyone remember that store?
Vicki Sobkowiak stated: My first job was at Federal's in the dress dept. Then I got a job at
Woolworth inside the grill area waitressing in 73 till I gratuated in 75
Donna Ales Torrice stated: I worked at Alberts. I can remember as a child seeing the giant
birdcage with birds.
Nancy Bakanowicz I stated: used to work at the Crowley's store there in 1985-86. I remember
going to Universal in the 1970's, when they had the bird cages.
Karen Osgood Cumming stated: Saw The Sound of Music at the theater there...then took my
whole family there to see it.
Mark Kaczmarek stated: My favorite place to go as a young child was the Pied Piper Pizza
Peddler with the old United Artist pipe organ.
Sandy Fitzgerald stated: Used to work at the Woolworth Pitt the little restaurant in the middle of
the mall also down at Juicy Lucys the bagel shop down by Spencers
Barbara Sierens Kennedy stated: Worked for about 2 1/2 years at Peper's Camera & Card Store.
Had a ball working there, especially the Midnight Madness sales.
Sandy Bonkowski-Koelzer stated: Mall was torn down. Now a Target store, Burlington and
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some little empty stores fronts.
Wes Arnold Crowleys went in in 1975, 2001 Burlington Coats, 2001 AJWright

V
Van Dyke Bar 23115 Van Dyke there in 1950
Van Dyke Grill 23115 Van Dyke there in 1943
Van's Pharmacy 25501 Van Dyke this may be early Bensins
Vandale Radio & Hobby Shop 22841 Van Dyke there in 1954
Vandale Theater 22920 Van Dyke there in 1939
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Wesley Arnold Remember the Tip
Top Van 10 Market. I have been told
it started as a fruit stand in a farmers
field and kept growing. I worked
there for Ben Levit (probably spelled
wrong) as a kid for 50 cents an hour.
Gregory Bassett stated: I did work
for a larger grocery store so 80 cents
was correct, then I got a seasonal job
with Hudsons during the Christmas
rush for a buck an hour. Which corner
was it on, I am trying to jog my old memory, I also spent many fine educational hours in
Johnnies. Was it on the North East where the Towers are now. ?? must have been. I did graduate
in 58, just do not remember this store. but then with everything being this old that is probably the
least of my worries.
Robert Kern stated: I also attended the "school of higher education" AKA Johnnies. :>)
Joseph D Boesl stated: In 1946 I sold papers Sat night right across the street By Grissoms car lot
on the North West corner of Van Dyke.
Sharon Penland-Mace stated: I remember that market and Grissom's car lot. I babysat for $.25
an hour and later it was raised to $.50
Lon Debrabant stated: I sold papers there inside of the market had a hot bottle of chocolate. and
froze. But made some money and was happy at that. My first job. I was 10 or 12 years old.
Robert Kern stated: Andy Kucharski and I also worked there for Ben & Arnie at $.50 per hr in
62 or 63. I only lasted 6 months. I worked 20 hours one week and when I got paid my 10 bucks I
realized I could make that or more at Johnny's Rec, and have more fun doing it, so I quit! :>)
Joseph D Boesl stated: Robert was that money ball on a snooker table. Boy some guys could
clear the table and you would not get a shot.was you one of them??
Wesley Arnold In about 1959 or so Ben and Arnie owned this market. Arnie was a butcher. I
worked there for 50 cents an hour also. I saw him drink cows blood. He used to add it to the
hamburger to bring up the color. Ben had a 30 year old son forgot his name. Perhaps Phillip. We
paid people for glass bottles. I almost got fired once when a customer asked for some old rotton
potatoes and I got him a box of produce cuttings that is wilted lettuce, damaged potatoes, wilted
vegetables as I had assumed he had livestock to feed. But Actually he wanted "Old Grotten
Potatoes" which I was so poor I never heard of. Not sure of year of this picture I have a newer
one but quality not very good but it is in one of my 100 books on Warren-Centerline History.
Look for Van Dyke views pictures there.
Robert Kern stated: Arnie would also break the neck off bottles of pop then pour it through a
clean cloth to filter out glass and pop open bags of chips for us. He then could turn the bottle
necks and bags back to the vendor and claim they were that way when the crate was opened and
get a refund. He was fun to work for but Ben would get so angry with him. :>)
Wesley Arnold Yes Ben and Arnie locked horns sometimes. Sometimes the milk vendor would
bring us workers a few little half pint chocolate milk cartons and tell us it was for us boys. They
would disappear before Ben saw them because we feared he would just sell them instead of
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giving hard working employees a little reward. There was an old Very well liked Jewish man Mr
Cohen who owned the market before Ben. Everybody liked him. Wonder if he was the one who
started with the fruit stand.
Sharon Penland-Mace stated: I was too young to remember the fruit stand, but I definitely
remember the drug store that had a ice bar on one side where you could get sodas and sundaes
and other sweet stuff. I also remember the ice cream parlor a littler further down the street, the
drug store and gas station, all close to St. Clements church and school.
Robert Kern Greg stated: In 62 it was Tip Top Market. Before that it was Van Ten and before
that, at some point, it was "the stand". And yes, Ben only paid 50 cents per hour. If you were
getting 80 cents in 59 you were well paid!
Sharon Penland-Mace stated: I graduated from Center Line High School. It was a new school
then, and my class was the very first graduating class, 1955. Before that, I attended Victory
Elementary, Ellis Middle School, and what was then the Busch High School on 10 Mile west [??
not good with directions] of Van Dyke, until my senior year, when we went to the new high
school. There was no bus service for high school, so we got picked up in the cold weather and
walked home in the warmer weather. My friend, Betty Cymbalski, and I, lived near each other on
Hoover Road, so we walked home together. We would walk down 10 Mile to Van Dyke, then
from there to the street next to the Catholic church, I can't remember the name, and when we got
to Hoover Road,
Sharon Penland-Mace stated: That walk home from Busch is the reason I have such a vivid
memory of all the stores, church, gas station on Dyke Road back in the 50s.

Van Dyke Dirt Road c1912

J M or W Cave Photographer
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Van Dyke
Electric
Shoe
Repair

Van Dyke Tire Service 22207 Van Dyke there in 1943

Pete Jackson Prop

Vans Pharmacy and Soda Fountain Also on Van
Dyke
Robert Kern stated: According to my sister Helen
the people in the picture (I'm not sure if this is proper
order) are -- Edna LaFlame, Ivan Hutton, Gracie
Russo, Carol Gossage
Robert Kern stated: Also, If I'm not mistaken, wasn't
that Geitzen's (sp?) Mobil? And, in the back of it
(between the station and the alley) there was kind of
a half dome work area with a corrugated metal roof?
Vern Haneys restaurant 24447 Van Dyke c1950s
was Howard Johnsons
Vic Braun's Bar 25419 Van Dyke was there in 1943
Patrick O'Lear stated: Vic Braun owned Vic's Bar on Van Dyke. He and his family lived in an
apt. above the business. Long time resident and very active in the City and St. Clement. Maybe
from the same "Braun" family.
Wally Jenuwine stated: Vic's bar, spent many afternoon's sitting at a table with a bag of chips
and an orange pop. My dad would say don't tell your mother we stopped here. I would get home
and my mom was pissed. The orange stained lips from pop gave it away.
Victory Inn 28950 Mound

c1940s there in 1943 and 1950, still there in 2015

Village Book Exchange Has been in business since 1952. Village Book Exchange built on
cranberry swamp land. Rumph's Radio Shop "Motorola Sales and Service" owned by Clarence
Rumph (1915-2002) 1952 1975. Property owned by SHARROW & JOSEPH C & C.
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W
Walker Brewery 8561 E 10 Mile (Demolished)

Peter H. Blum "Brewed in Detroit" John "George" WALKER Walker was born in Germany in
1884and arrived in Detroit in 1905. He worked as a brewer for Stroh and a brewery in Mt
Clemens. Ben Koppitz encouraged him to attend brewing school in New York and soon became
the brewmaster for Koppitz Melchers plant on Gratiot but because of prohibition the job didn't
last long. During Prohibition George Walker made malt syrup for home brewing.
In 1931 he incorporated with a capitalization of an amazing $200,000 and at the end of
prohibition in 1934 his 'Legal' brewery opened. Initial sales were 21700 barrels during 1934, and,
according to the book, "Brewed in Detroit" By Peter H. Blum, his sales declined every year after,
selling out in 1940 he moved to Mio and opened a bar.

Wars a lot of businesses and people made money from wars. The Vice President part
owner of Halliburton made multi thousands as his company ripped off the American
people. We solders suffered and many died as a result of unnecessary wars such as
Vietnam, Iraq Afghanistan etc.
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60,000 died because of Vietnam, over 8,000 because of Iraq and
Afghanistan for what. Is America safer? Were they worth even 1
American life?
Warren Cooperative 6709 Chicago since 1895 closed c2008 Sold Feed, coal, agricultural
supplies, garden supplies etc.

Warren's Drive-in
Best burgers in Center Line were at Warren's Drive-in on the west side of Van Dyke between
State Park and Henry. "Five in a bag for a buck"
Warren Fire Dept Sta 1 22730 Van Dyke there in 1950 was next to Warren Township Offices
22720 Van Dyke there in 1950
Warren Hudson Dealer 28725 Van Dyke was there in the 1950s. This was a Indian Trails bus
station and now Weiss Motor Sales. In Old round top building on West side of Van Dyke
Warren Ice Arena Chris-Anne Steffen Who remembers the Warren Ice Arena on Chicago Rd.
between Vandyke and the railroad tracks. Now it is Champanes Wine outlet.
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Warren Blvd Candy Store
There was store on the corner of Van Dyke and Warren Blvd that sold penny candy. I can't
remember the name of it. The store was between Homers and Warren Blvd. I always liked the ice
cream cones made out of marshmallows.
White Way Hamburgers 8209 08 Mile
70s?-2014
Diana Collins stated: Was also a White Way on 9 Mile right around the corner from Motor City
Skating Rink.
Patricia Ciluffo stated: Good friends lived near White Way....went there a lot. We pass by their
house once in a while & things they are a changing! Not real bad, but not kept up like it used to
be.
Michael Marrone stated: I loved those hamburgers!
Joe Mackiewicz stated: The Whiteway on 8 mile near Van Dyke closed this past summer . Spent
many lunches there when I worked at the Chrysler Plants nearby..J
John Skwarczynski stated: White Way I've heard is going 2B Owned by Arab's,Neighborhood
Instuition in Warren's South End isn't going 2B no more apparently?
White Way Donald Charlan stated: 8 mile White Ways. Practically lived there, Played pin ball
all night . Dated alot of the waitresses. Would even help Carol (owner ) out waiting tables and
cleaning up when she was short handed, Flew in from Fort Bragg during the riots. My buddy
picked me up at Selfridge and we went and played pin ball at White Ways. I was in full combat
gear and AWOL for a few hours, Any one remember Mavis the cook there? She just shook her
head when I walked in that day. When I got out of the army I dropped by there before going
home. Loved that place. Went out of biz last year after 56 years. Lots of memories!

White's Laundry 25619 Van Dyke there in 1950, 1954
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Wilke's Market 25504 Van Dyke there in 1939, 1950
Wilkins Groceries

2062 09 Mile

1950

Wolf Hardware started in 1924 25200 Van Dyke
This is the oldest building

Wooworths
Was like a small Kmart. But it had a soda fountain. See foto
of menu.
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Menu
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Y
Yates Cider Mill Visited by many. Located near a state park. It also had a river bridge where
one river went over another river.
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Young's Garden Mart
The Young family began farming in Warren in 1923. They grew crops and trucked them out to
farmers markets. They were ahead of their time when they built a greenhouse in 1924.
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This enabled them to offer more plants earlier and later. They built a retail store here in 1957.
There was a man in Warren who was raising the ire of neighbors due to his desire to make big
Christmas decorations causing much traffic in his neighborhood. The Youngs solved that
problem and benefited from the increased traffic at their business on Ryan in 1985. They
expanded the Christmas decorations
adding a Santa Castle making their store into a
Christmas Fantasy land complete with Santa

hearing children's requests. Over the years it
became quite an attraction. Young's Santa
Castle was displayed 1985- c 2007.at Young's
Garden Mart and Christmas Fantasy on Ryan
N of 11 Mile. However the work of installing
the heavy plywood castle parts was quite a
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burden and with the recession was not worth the time and effort so it was discontinued.

With 3 ½ acres under glass Young's offers year round
plant bargains and a wonderful place to visit especially
for children. They have: hundreds of plants in season,
garden supplies, hardware, lawnmowers, snow
blowers and during the Christmas season they have a
huge selection of everything Christmas.
Chris Michalec stated: On Sunday, April 29, 2012, the
Christmas display area of Young's Garden Mart and
Christmas Fantasy store went up in flames. The main
store and the plant section were saved by the fire
departments quick response. The store is located on Ryan Rd between I-696 and 12 Mile Rd.
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Z
Zacks pharmacy 24408 Van Dyke there in 1954
John Grates stated: 13 2cent bottle returns got you a soda at Zacks pharmacy.
Gregory Bassett stated: Zacks Pharmacy on the corner ot State Park and Van Dyke was another
great place with a soda fountain and the girls were the prettiest of all.
Gregory Bassett stated: I lived on Kaltz & spent a lot of time at Zacks in the mid to late 50`s,
graduate of 58 CLHS. Mr. Zack was a great guy, lots of good memories at his soda counter.
Beverly Kozlowski Porter I remember Zacks, I used to stand in their doorway waiting for the
C.L. Bus to pick me up to go to St. Clements school. They had a little of everything in that drug
store!
Gregory Bassett stated: Zacks Pharmacy - 54-60 era, anyone around yet besides me???
Jim Milewski stated: La Gondola pizza, Brown Bros Dairy malts, Amy Joy donuts, Warren
Drive In burgers, Chicken DeLight...life was good in the south end of C.L.
The Zoo

Zoppi Gus Accordion Mfg Center, Music Store 3123 08 Mile 1950s
Zorba's 4024 E. 9 Mile Rd. Later Hardee's, then Zorba's, then Omelet House all restaurants.
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Jim Milewski stated: Hey Wesley Arnold, I think you do pretty darn good. I remember
when you were an Eagle Scout when I did a short stint in BSA. I lived next door to Skipper
and Andrew Perch and their dad was a scoutmaster. Thanks to you and Mike Grobbel for
your great work.
The two most quoted persons are myself the old historian Prof Wesley Arnold and Mike
Grobbel who has done outstanding research on Center Line related History.
There are some things that need to be put into print for the sake of our younger generation
who need to know about them but often don't. Here they are:
American Way of Life
America was to millions both the hope and a dream come true. People came here from many
countries where many (but not all) had been oppressed, many had lived in poverty, did not have
freedom. Some had been tortured or had lived in death camps. Many had little education. Many
came here to find religious freedom. Many came here for the opportunity to earn a decent living.
Most came here to make a better life for themselves, their families and children.
Most came here penny-less, with no food, home or relatives and just the clothes on their back.
They worked hard and long and created a better life for themselves. Many became rich.
The American dream was that one had the freedom to work hard and create a better life for their
children. And millions did just that. Of course there were opportunities to work and support a
family. In recent years the wealthy greedy have taken away many of those opportunities in order
to make themselves even more wealthy. The curse of corporate greed for endless profit for the
stockholders and officers was at the sacrifice of the workers. Automation and robotization
replaced human labor with unpaid machine labor. Leaving millions without the means to earn a
living. And perhaps worse was corporate greed that did not allow for a living wage and
sufficient work hours for workers to earn a decent standard of living.
When I was young men could easily find jobs and support their families and buy a new
car with just the husband working. I did it. Now with husband and wife both working long
hours often they can barely pay the bills they have. Forget about buying a new car or taking a
vacation. In many other countries workers have a paid summer vacation, medical care and their
children can attend four years of college. It appears that America is becoming a third world
country. We the working class are less happy, less wealthy, work longer hours for less, often cant
take even a small vacation, and don't have decent medical care. What happened? The working
class has become the forgotten class. And justice is for the rich. If one needs an attorney they
are so high priced as to make it nearly impossible for the average person to pay the bill.
Attorneys getting hundreds of dollars per hour. I have seen poor people mistreated in the justice
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system.
Corporate officer salaries are now often in the six to seven digit range. Higher
governmental officials are often paid excessively high salaries. CEO and Corporate greed
abound at the expense of the ordinary worker. Even congressmen are overpaid and have
excessive benefits you and I can not achieve in a lifetime. Somethings are going wrong in
America. Citizen apathy (not caring and not paying attention to what congress and what the
government is doing) along with corporate greed has caused this.
As for Education. Children in many other countries outscore American children in
almost every subject. America is not producing enough engineers to keep up and has to import
foreign engineers.
And there are problems with immigration which need to be fixed. One that has been
ignored is allowing people into our country who do not intend to abide by the constitution and
our laws and in fact plan to over throw our American Way of life and freedom.
These are things we need to correct or we will lose our freedom and way of life.
Many younger people do not know what our “American Way of Life” is so College professor
Wesley Arnold and his some of his students have put down in a pretty picture what we think it is.
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And here is what should be the basis for actions.

If this was used as a basis of actions what a better world and life we could have.
I feel that this is of such great importance that I have put is in several of my books in hope that
people will at least see it and think about it. My apologies for the repetition.
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